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Abstract
As one increases the concentration of a colloidal suspension, the system exhibits a dramatic
increase in viscosity. Beyond a certain concentration, the system is said to be a colloidal glass;
structurally, the system resembles a liquid, yet motions within the suspension are slow enough
that it can be considered essentially frozen. For several decades, colloids have served as a
valuable model system for understanding the glass transition in molecular systems. The spatial
and temporal scales involved allow these systems to be studied by a wide variety of
experimental techniques. The focus of this review is the current state of understanding of the
colloidal glass transition, with an emphasis on experimental observations. A brief introduction
is given to important experimental techniques used to study the glass transition in colloids. We
describe features of colloidal systems near and in glassy states, including increases in viscosity
and relaxation times, dynamical heterogeneity and ageing, among others. We also compare
and contrast the glass transition in colloids to that in molecular liquids. Other glassy systems
are briefly discussed, as well as recently developed synthesis techniques that will keep these
systems rich with interesting physics for years to come.

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

This article was invited by P Chaikin.
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1. Introduction

1.1. What is the colloidal glass transition?

Imagine you have a bucket of ink. Ink is composed of
colourful micrometre-sized particles in water. If you let the
water evaporate from the ink, the ink becomes more and more
viscous and at some point, it is still damp but no longer flows
easily. This increase in viscosity as the water is removed is the
colloidal glass transition, and in many respects is analogous
to how window glass solidifies as it is cooled from a high
temperature.

A colloidal suspension is composed of small solid particles
in a liquid, like ink or paint. The key control parameter is the
volume fraction φ: the fraction of volume occupied by the solid
particles. Samples with a larger volume fraction will have a
larger viscosity, and this viscosity grows quite dramatically
as φ → φg ≈ 0.58. As the glass transition volume fraction
φg is approached, the sample’s behaviour parallels the glass
transition of more traditional (molecular or polymer) glass-
forming systems [1]. In a chunk of window glass, the atoms
are arranged in an amorphous fashion; likewise, in a dollop of
glassy colloidal paste, the colloidal particles are arranged in an
amorphous way. Given the size of colloidal particles (∼10 nm–
10 µm diameter), they can be studied using a variety of
techniques that are difficult or impossible to adapt to molecular
glass-formers.

In the following subsections, we introduce basic concepts
such as colloids, glasses and some relevant physics, before
proceeding with the rest of the review.

1.2. Introduction to the glass transition

Upon slow cooling or compression, many liquids freeze—that
is, the molecules constituting the liquid rearrange to form an
ordered crystalline structure. In general, nucleating a crystal
requires undercooling. Some materials can be substantially
undercooled without crystal nucleation; alternatively, a sample
can be cooled faster than nucleation can occur. In such
situations, the liquid is termed supercooled. If the sample is
sufficiently cold and cooling is adequately rapid, the material
can form a glass: the liquid-like structure is retained but the
microscopic dynamics all but cease. This sudden arrest is
the glass transition, and the temperature at which it occurs is
the glass transition temperature, Tg. As the liquid is cooled
towards Tg, its viscosity rises smoothly and rapidly, and below
Tg the sample’s viscosity becomes so high that for most
practical purposes it is considered a solid. The science of the
glass transition is discussed in many review papers [2–10].
Supercooled liquid refers to a system under conditions for
which it still flows, but for which the liquid is a metastable
state and the thermodynamically preferred state is a crystal.
The study of the glass transition then is the study of how a
supercooled liquid changes as the temperature T is decreased
towards Tg, and the study of glasses is the study of materials
under conditions where T < Tg. Glasses can also be formed
at constant T by increasing pressure [11, 12].

Calling a glassy material a ‘solid’ depends on time scales,
and perhaps one’s patience [13]. Window glass, a vitreous

form of silicon dioxide, is of course the quintessential example
of glass. It is sometimes claimed that very old windows are
thicker at the bottom due to flow of glass. However, the
thickness variations in antique windows are the result of a
particular manufacturing method rather than the result of the
glass flowing over long times [14, 15]. A more instructive
example of glassy behaviour and time scales can be seen
in pitch, a bituminous tar. Like window glass, pitch is
unmistakably solid to the touch—if struck with a hammer, it
will shatter. However, for over 80 years a funnel filled with
pitch has been dripping at a rate of roughly one drop every 100
months, yielding a very approximate viscosity of 1011 times
that of water. The so-called ‘pitch drop experiment’ has been
housed at the University of Queensland in Brisbane, Australia
since 1927 [16].

1.3. Introduction to colloids

The term colloid describes a wide range of multiphasic
substances composed of particles (solid, liquid or gaseous)
roughly 10 nm–10 µm in size dispersed in a continuous phase.
Depending on the state of matter of the various phases, colloids
can be divided into several categories, including, but not
limited to:

• suspensions/dispersions—solid particles in a liquid (this
review’s main focus);

• emulsions—liquid droplets in an immiscible liquid;
• foams—gas bubbles in a liquid or solid medium;
• aerosol—liquid droplets or solid particulates in a gas.

Hence, colloid is equally apt to refer to a variety of
systems: such as ink, paint, peanut butter, milk and blood
(suspensions); Styrofoam™, shaving cream and ice cream
(foams); mayonnaise and hand lotion (emulsions); hair spray
and smoke (aerosols). For this range of size, colloids behave
as systems of ‘classical’ particles where quantum mechanical
effects can be largely ignored, though it is important to
understand the role of quantum phenomena such as van der
Waals attractions. More importantly, colloidal particles are
small enough that thermal fluctuations are extremely relevant.
For example, in a suspension, random collisions between solid
particles and solvent molecules lead to Brownian motion,
easily observed in experiments.

Aside from the everyday items mentioned previously,
industrial processes such as liquid and mineral purification, oil
recovery and processing, detergency and even road surfacing
employ colloids to varying degrees [17]. Dense colloidal
suspensions can be heated and allowed to flow while retaining
some rigidity. Hence, they can be moulded, extruded and
subsequently solidified to form a multitude of components.
The manufacture of many types of optics, insulators, bricks
and ceramics involve colloids [18].

While these examples span a wide range of useful
materials, colloids also find use in laboratories as models
for phases of matter. During the late 1960s and early
1970s, experiments demonstrated that structures in colloidal
suspensions can be analogous to those in atomic systems
[19–21], leading to extensive use of colloids over the next
decade as model liquids and crystals [22–30]. In 1982, Lindsay
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Figure 1. Top: phase diagram of monodisperse hard spheres as a function of volume fraction, φ. Solid arrows indicate equilibrium states,
whereas dashed arrows are non-equilibrium states. Note that the existence of the glassy state requires some polydispersity (at least 8%); a
more monodisperse sample will eventually crystallize [40–44]. However, polydispersity also shifts the boundaries between liquid and
crystal to slightly higher values [40, 45, 46]. On the other hand, adding a slight charge to the particles shifts the phase boundaries to lower
values [47, 48]. More highly charged particles shifts the phase boundaries substantially [47, 49]. Bottom: confocal micrographs of the
analogous phases in a colloidal suspension with 5% polydispersity.

and Chaikin combined two different sizes of charged colloidal
particles and observed a glassy phase (amorphous structure,
finite rigidity) [13] in agreement with subsequent simulations
[31]. Later in 1986 and 1987, experiments by Pusey and van
Megen demonstrated a hard-sphere colloidal glass transition
in a concentrated sample of uncharged colloids [30, 32, 33].

1.4. Basic physics: hard-sphere-like colloids

Perhaps the simplest interaction between two particles is that
of hard-spheres [34]. If r defines the distance between two
sphere centres, and σ is the sum of the two sphere radii, the
hard-sphere potential is given by

V (r) =
{∞, if r � σ ,

0, otherwise,
(1)

which is to say that the only restriction placed upon the system
is that particles cannot interpenetrate. Hence, all allowable
configurations have identically zero potential energy. From a
viewpoint of statistical mechanics, this implies that the free
energy, F = U −T S = (3/2)NkBT −T S = (const −S)T , is
governed entirely by entropy [35, 36], which for monodisperse
systems (systems of a single-particle size) means that the
only control parameter is volume fraction [1, 37–39]. Volume
fraction, φ = NVp/V , is a dimensionless analogue of particle
number density, where N is the number of particles in the
system, Vp is the single-particle volume and V is the total
system volume. (Note that the particle size controls how fast
a system evolves due to diffusion, but does not control the
phase behaviour; see section 1.5 for a discussion of particle
size effects.)

The phase diagram for hard spheres is shown in figure 1
as a function of φ. Below the freezing point, φfreeze =
0.494, the suspension is a liquid. Forcing the system into a
supercooled or glassy state requires increasing φ fast enough to
avoid crystallization. The supercooled region persists between
0.494 � φ < φg ≈ 0.58, whereas the glassy region lies
between φg < φ < φrcp ≈ 0.64. The existence of a glassy
phase for hard-spheres requires that the sample be somewhat

polydisperse, that is, the spheres must have a distribution of
sizes [40–44]. The upper bound of the glassy region is the
volume fraction at random close packing, φrcp, the maximum
density of a completely random sphere packing [50–52]; the
precise value of φrcp depends on the polydispersity [53]. Above
φrcp, samples must have domains of crystalline structure, or,
preferably from the thermodynamic point of view, the sample
may be entirely crystallized. Density can be further increased
up the limit of hexagonal close packing, φhcp = π/3

√
2 ≈

0.74. Hard spheres are often simulated to study the glass
transition [43, 44, 54–59].

In many cases, colloidal particles can be considered to
be simple hard-spheres [30, 32, 60, 61]. The first experimental
demonstration of a colloidal hard-sphere glass transition was
by Pusey and van Megen in the mid-1980s, who essentially
replicated the hard-sphere phase diagram using colloidal
samples [30, 32]; see, for example, the pictures in figure 1.
The system used in these studies is particularly important
for the following reasons: the interactions between particles
are of a simple, well-described nature; the simplicity of the
interaction allows for comparison with a wide range of systems
and easy simulation with computers; they can be studied by
techniques such as microscopy, light scattering and rheology—
that is, a single sample can be divided and studied by an
array of methods. For these reasons, along with the fact that
particles are commercially available or can be synthesized
readily [62–65], the same types of colloids are still widely
used today.

The particles used by Pusey and van Megen were
composed of poly(methyl methacryalate) (PMMA) and were
sterically stabilized by the addition of a thin surface
layer (≈10 nm) of poly-(12 hydroxystearic acid) (PHSA) to
minimize aggregation due to van der Waals forces. It is this
steric stabilization layer that allows particles to be considered
as hard spheres, at least until they are forced close enough to
compress the PHSA [66]. These colloids are stable in organic
solvents and can be somewhat tailored for experiments, such
as being dyed for use in fluorescence microscopy [64, 65, 67].
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Solvent choice also allows for a greater degree of control.
Miscible solvents can be mixed to closely match the density of
the particles, minimizing gravitational effects that can be quite
significant in studying colloidal glasses [68–70] (discussed
below). Solvents can also be blended to closely match the
refractive index of the particles, which both lessens van der
Waals attractions and allows for use in microscopy or light
scattering.

The size range and time scales that accompany colloidal
particles are accessible to a variety of experimental techniques
such as optical microscopy or light scattering. For example,
a micrometre-sized particle in water will diffuse its diameter
in about a second, which is easily observable for modern
microscopes.

It is important to note that colloidal systems differ
from their atomic counterparts in several ways [71, 72].
First, short time motion is diffusive in colloids, rather than
ballistic. Second, hydrodynamic effects couple particle
motions in complex ways [73]. Simulations suggest that
these two differences are unimportant for studying the glass
transition [74–80] (see also the discussion in section 2.6). A
third difference is that colloidal particles are most typically
spherically symmetric, and so the geometry of a molecule
is usually not replicated in the colloid (see section 5 for
recent exceptions). Again, for many cases of interest, this
difference is immaterial when studying long-time dynamics;
certainly many glass transition simulations study particles with
spherically symmetric potentials. A fourth difference is that
colloidal suspensions are always slightly polydisperse. This
shifts the phase transitions shown in figure 1 to higher values
of φ [40, 45, 46], and also in general frustrates crystallization
[41, 43, 44, 81, 82]. While this is a distinction in comparison
with simple molecular glass-formers, it is less of a distinction
with simulations, which often purposefully add polydispersity
to frustrate crystallization [83, 84]. Indeed, as noted in the
caption of figure 1, polydispersity appears necessary for a
hard-sphere glass transition; monodisperse samples always
eventually crystallize [43, 44].

A final distinction is that colloidal samples are influenced
by gravity. As observed in one experiment, a sample that
was a colloidal glass on Earth spontaneously crystallized in
microgravity [69]. Precisely matching the density of particles
and solvent also potentially leads to crystallization and can
have a striking influence on the ageing of a glassy colloidal
sample [68, 70] (see section 4.2 for a discussion of ageing).
However, the interpretation of these results is controversial.
The crystallization seen may be due to differing polydispersity
which strongly influences nucleation [43] and may be a
confounding variable in these experiments [41, 42, 44, 82, 85].
It may also be due to heterogeneous nucleation at the walls
of the sample chambers [30]. Given the robust similarities
between colloidal experiments and gravity-free simulations
(described in detail in section 2.6), it seems plausible that
gravity is typically not a critical factor, but we note this is
debatable.

Although PMMA colloids are a widely used model
system, they are by no means the only colloidal system used to
study the glass transition. Other non-hard-sphere systems will
be discussed throughout this review, particularly in section 5.

1.5. More basic physics: diffusion and sedimentation

Two key concepts for thinking about the colloidal glass
transition are diffusion and sedimentation. Diffusion sets the
rate of the dynamics, and sedimentation can limit the duration
of experiments.

The size of colloidal particles is such that they execute
Brownian motion due to frequent, random collisions with
solvent molecules. Because collisions are random in
magnitude and orientation, the average particle displacement
in a particular direction 〈�x〉 is zero. Instead, motion is
quantified by the mean square displacement (MSD),

〈�x2〉 = 〈[x(t + �t) − x(t)]2〉 = 2D�t. (2)

The angle brackets 〈〉 indicate an average over all particles and
all initial times t for a particular lag time �t , and D is the
diffusion coefficient. In three dimensions, (2) becomes

〈�r2〉 = 6D�t. (3)

For a single particle of radius a immersed in a solvent of
viscosity η, the diffusion coefficient D is given by the Stokes–
Einstein–Sutherland equation,

D = kBT

6πηa
, (4)

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the system
temperature [86, 87]. This equation shows that T , η and a

do not play a direct role in the colloidal glass transition; they
only influence D, which in turn sets a time scale for particle
motion. This time scale is the diffusive (or Brownian) time,

τD = a2

6D
= πηa3

kBT
, (5)

which is the average time needed for a particle to diffuse its
own radius (using 〈�r2〉 = a2 in (3)).

For purely diffusive motion, such as in a dilute suspension,
the MSD scales with �t . Thus, on a log–log plot of 〈�r2〉
versus �t , one expects a straight line with a slope of unity. The
MSD for a colloidal sample at φ = 0.52 is shown in figure 2(a).
At the smallest �t , the MSD shows diffusive behaviour,
indicated by the dashed lines. Note that the diffusion constant
obtained from this short time-scale motion, DS, differs from
that of (4) for φ > 0 due to hydrodynamic interactions between
the particles [88–92]. DS drops to approximately 50% of the
value from (4) by around φ ≈ 0.3.

As the lag time increases, a plateau develops in the
data of figure 2(a) which is indicative of particles being
trapped in cages formed by their neighbours. At these time
scales, particles are localized and large cumulative motions
are suppressed [2, 93–98]. At sufficiently long �t , particle
rearrangements do occur, and so the MSD again increases,
eventually recovering diffusive behaviour. Figure 2(b) shows
the MSDs measured with light scattering for samples at
several volume fractions (see section 2.4 for a discussion
of light scattering). As φ increases from left to right, one
observes a lengthening of the plateau and thus increasingly
slowed dynamics. The plateau heights in figure 2(a) are
at 〈�x2〉/a2 ∼ 5 × 10−3, whereas in (b) they are at
〈�r2〉/a2 ∼ 10−1. For panel (a) the data could be multiplied
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Figure 2. (a) An example MSD from a sample with φ = 0.52, observed with confocal microscopy. Particles have radius a = 1.18 µm.
Data are from [99]. The horizontal axis has been normalized by the diffusive time (τD = 2.79 s for these particles) and the vertical axis has
been normalized by a2. The two-dimensional (2D) data (solid circles) are collected at a fixed depth within the 3D sample, while 3D data
(open circles) are collected over a fixed sample volume. The 2D data can be acquired more rapidly and probe shorter time scales, which is
why the two data sets extend over different ranges in �t . The graph shows only the x-component of the MSD, but the y- and z-components
are similar. The dashed lines indicate a slope of 1. (b) MSDs measured via light scattering. Time scales are normalized by the diffusive time
(τD = 0.0215 s) and measured at qR = 1.3 using the particle radius R = 200 nm (here q is used instead of k for the wave vector). The
horizontal dashed line corresponds to the particle size a2. Volume fraction increases from left to right: φ ≈ 0 (solid line), 0.466 (squares),
0.502, 0.519 (closed diamonds), 0.534, 0.538, 0.543, 0.548 (closed triangles), 0.553, 0.558 (closed circles), 0.566 (stars), 0.573, 0.578,
0.583 (open triangles). Figure (b) is reprinted with permission from [100], copyright 1998 by the American Physical Society.

by 3 to convert from 〈x2〉 to 〈r2〉, giving a plateau height of
∼1.5 × 10−2, still smaller than the data in panel (b). The
difference is very likely due to the different colloidal particles
used: those in (a) are slightly charged [99], whereas those in
(b) are more nearly ideal hard spheres [100]. The additional
repulsion between charged particles would presumably reduce
the amplitude of motion within the particle cages, thus reducing
the MSD plateau height. The upturns in the MSD for
figure 2(a) (φ = 0.52) and the solid diamond symbols in
figure 2(b) (φ = 0.519) are roughly at τ ∼ 102; differences
may be due to the differing particle interactions, but are equally
likely to be due to differences in φ, given the uncertainty of
each experiment’s volume fraction measurement [66].

The overall shapes of the MSDs in figure 2 are typical of
dense suspensions. In these cases, one often characterizes the
system in terms of a long-time diffusion constant, defined as

DL ≡ lim
t→∞

〈�r2〉
6�t

. (6)

This describes the motions within a system at times after the
plateau in the MSD, as shown at large lag times in figure 2.

If the particle size is doubled in a colloidal sample while
keeping the volume fraction φ constant, then the motion slows
by a factor of 2 on an absolute scale (from (3) and (4)) and a
factor of 8 relative to the particle size (from (5)). However,
the overall appearance of the dynamics (liquid-like or glassy)
remains the same: more specifically, the behaviour of
〈�r2〉/a2 as a function of �t/τD is unchanged. This suggests
a useful experimental technique: to effectively explore long-
time dynamics, one might use smaller colloidal particles
which diffuse faster and reach the long-time behaviour on
relatively short experimental time scales. In contrast, video
microscopy techniques (section 2.1) work better with slower
moving particles, so one typically uses larger particles in such
experiments.

The other important consideration for colloidal glass
experiments is sedimentation. It is tricky to match the density
of the solvent to the density of the colloidal particles, and so
over time particles sink to the bottom of a sample chamber (or
float to the top). This changes the local volume fraction, the
key control parameter, and so sedimentation is important to
understand for experiments.

The length scale over which gravity is important is set
by balancing the gravitational potential energy �ρVpgz with
the thermal energy kBT , where �ρ is the density difference
between the particle and the solvent, Vp = 4

3πa3 is the volume
of the particle, g is the acceleration of gravity and z is a height.
Solving this for z gives the scale height

z0 = 3

4π

kBT

�ρa3g
. (7)

In equilibrium, φ varies over distances ∼z0. In particular, one
expects to find φ(z) ≈ φ0 exp(−z/z0) for φ 	 φg. If a sample
chamber has a height much less than z0, then sedimentation
can probably be ignored. This is achieved using thin sample
chambers, ∼200 µm thick typically. Alternatively, one can
use small particles; as (7) shows, z0 ∼ a−3. More careful
matching of the density of the solvent can minimize �ρ; here,
the chief problem is that solvent and particle densities depend
on T , so �ρ is only minimized for one particular temperature.

If a colloidal sample is stirred, the initial volume fraction
can be fairly homogeneous, and some time is needed to reach
the equilibrium volume fraction gradient. This amount of time
can be estimated from the sedimentation velocity. The Stokes
drag force on a sphere moving with velocity v is

Fdrag = 6πηav. (8)

The gravitational force acting on a colloidal particle is given by

Fgrav = 4
3πa3�ρg. (9)
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Balancing these two gives the sedimentation velocity as

vsed = 2

9

�ρga2

η
. (10)

In practice, the sedimentation velocity is much slower for high-
volume fraction samples due to the backflow of the solvent
through the sedimenting particles [101–103]. However, vsed

can be used to find a crude estimate for relevant time scales: the
volume fraction gradient should be established in time scales
of order z0/vsed ∼ a−5�ρ−2, for example. Measuring vsed in
a centrifuge (increasing g) can be used to estimate �ρ, again
being mindful of the temperature dependence of �ρ.

Considerations of diffusion and sedimentation lead to
the conclusion that, all else being equal, smaller particles
are preferred. However, other experimental considerations
often dictate that larger particles be used. Where appropriate,
this will be commented on in section 2 which deals with
experimental techniques. Another possibility is to use colloids
that are much better density matched, and microgel particles
are powerful in this regard [104, 105]. These particles are
crosslinked polymers used in a good solvent, where the particle
is swollen and permeated with solvent, and thus the density
matching is much less an issue.

1.6. Overview of the rest of review

The goal of this review is to familiarize the reader with current
knowledge of properties of colloidal suspensions in the glassy
state (φg � φ � φrcp) or very near to it (φ → φg). In particular,
we focus mostly on experimental results; for a more theoretical
approach, the interested reader should consider other recently
published review articles [1, 9, 10, 72, 106]. The majority of
our attention will be given to hard-sphere-like colloids, as many
experimental and simulational results concern these systems.
We will, however, compare and contrast these observations
with other colloidal glasses, as well as with atomic and mole-
cular glasses when appropriate, and describe some theoretical
attempts to understand the nature of the glass transition.

Section 2 reviews experimental techniques within the
field. It is by no means a complete review of any specific
technique, and so references will be given for further reading.
Section 3 discusses what is known about the glass transition,
that is, φ → φg, and section 4 discusses properties of
glasses, samples with φ > φg. Section 5 discusses other soft
glassy materials, and section 6 is a brief conclusion. Specific
discussions of the strengths and weaknesses of colloids as
models for glasses are found in section 1.4 (differences
between colloids and molecules), section 2.6 (colloids as
models compared with simulations as models) and section 6
(focus on strengths of colloids as a model system and
discussion of the value of φg).

2. Important techniques

2.1. Video microscopy

Microscopy has been used to study colloidal suspensions since
the work of Brown and his contemporaries, who reported on
the thermal motion of colloidal particles; a good historical
account of these observations is [107]. In modern times, the

availability, commonality and relative ease-of-use of optical
microscopes and video cameras have made video microscopy
a popular technique. Whether used in a biology, biochemistry,
or physics setting, the mode of operation is the same: a
microscope is used to visualize a system; a camera is coupled to
the microscope and is used to capture images; and, some type
of recording media stores the images for later analysis [108].
Probably the most familiar form of microscopy is brightfield
microscopy. Brightfield microscopy relies on scattering or
absorption of light by the sample to produce image contrast.
Scattering occurs when small differences in the sample’s
refractive index cause light to deviate from its initial path,
leading to a brightened or darkened region in an image. The
amount of absorption depends on the material properties of
the sample, but image contrast can often be enhanced by the
addition of dyes. Modifications of brightfield microscopy
include darkfield microscopy, phase contrast microscopy and
differential interference contrast microscopy—all of which are
effective at improving image contrast when the variations in
refractive index are small, such as the case of a living cell (filled
mostly with water) in a watery medium [108, 109].

Brightfield microscopy is particularly easy when the
sample is quasi-two-dimensional (quasi-2D). For example,
quasi-2D colloidal glasses have been studied confined between
parallel plates [110, 111] or at an interface [112, 113]. In such
experiments, particles always remain in focus and microscopy
is quite easy.

A second important type of microscopy is fluorescence
microscopy. In this case, the illuminating light is high
energy (short wavelength), which excites a dye and causes
the emission of longer wavelength light. The advantage
of fluorescence microscopy over brightfield is that specific
constituents of a sample can be dyed, such as particles in
a colloidal suspension, and thus selectively observed [108].
However, the main drawback of using dyes in a sample is that
they can lose their ability to fluoresce with increased exposure
to light and oxygen—an effect called photobleaching. This
means that, over the course of an experiment, the portion of the
sample which is being observed will become dimmer. When
studying colloidal glasses, the effect of photobleaching is often
minor; the time between successive images can be safely set
to be on the order of tens of seconds because the dynamics are
slow, minimizing the system’s exposure to light.

In some cases, the presence of a dye can modify the
interactions within a system. For example, in the case of
PMMA particles some dyes can leave a small residual electric
charge on the particle, causing them to behave as slightly soft
spheres rather than hard ones (though this can be countered by
adding salts to the solvent [114–116]). Additionally, dyes can
decay over time and, over long times, can even diffuse out of
the particles and into the solvent, making imaging difficult.

A good general discussion of video microscopy is [117].
Applications of video microscopy to colloidal suspensions are
reviewed in [29, 108, 118].

2.2. Confocal microscopy

Conventional optical microscopes are not well suited for
3D microscopy. In order to see deep within a sample,
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Figure 3. Schematic of a confocal microscope. Rotating mirrors
scan the incoming laser light over the region of interest in the
sample. The emitted light follows the reverse optical path until
arriving at the dichroic mirror, where it passes through the pinhole
and into the detector. A dichroic mirror reflects light below a certain
wavelength and transmits light above it. Reproduced with
permission from [119].

it is necessary to minimize the scattering of light by
closely matching the refractive indices of the particles and
solvent. Without scattering, conventional optical microscopy
is difficult. Fluorescence microscopy overcomes this using the
contrast between dyed and undyed portions of the sample to
produce an image. This works well for dilute samples, but
is poorly suited for dense systems such as colloidal glasses.
Because the sample is nearly transparent, objects outside of the
focal plane are fluoresced, and stray background light passes
readily through the optics and can severely muddle an image:
it is hard to distinguish bright particles on a bright background.
Confocal microscopes use fluorescence as well, but overcome
this limitation with special optics (described below) and are
much better suited for studying dense colloidal systems.

The functioning of a confocal microscope hinges on two
principles: illumination of a small sample volume (�10−15L)
and rejection of out-of-focus light [119]. A schematic of
a confocal microscope is shown in figure 3. Laser light,
shown in black (blue online), passes through a dichroic
(dichromatic) mirror and onto rotating mirrors that scan the
light in the horizontal planes. The light then passes through
the microscope optics and excites the fluorescent sample. The
emitted light, shown in dark grey (green online), follows the
reverse optical path back to the dichroic mirror, where it is
reflected onto a screen with a pinhole. The pinhole is placed
in the conjugate focal plane of the sample (hence the term
confocal), rejecting the vast majority of out-of-focus light and
limiting the depth of field [118]. The remaining in-focus light
is finally collected by a detector, such as a photomultiplier tube.

Confocal microscopy allows for direct imaging of a
sample in two or three dimensions. In two dimensions, an
image is constructed by scanning individual points (point
scanning microscopes) or lines of points (line scanning

Figure 4. Left: confocal micrograph of a monodisperse colloidal
system at volume fraction φ ≈ 0.63. The particles have diameter
2a = 2.1 µm and the image is taken at the coverslip, where the
particles layer against the wall. Right: 3D reconstruction of the
boxed region on the left. Here, the image dimensions are
15 × 15 × 10 µm3.

microscopes) over a sample. The highest rates of scanning
are achieved with use of an acousto-optical device (AOD), in
which one of the mirrors in figure 3 is replaced with a crystal
that acts as a diffraction grating whose grating spacing can be
tuned with high-frequency mechanical vibrations [120, 121].
Another option is to use a Nipkow disc, which scans many
points simultaneously [122]; these systems achieve high
speeds, although more illuminated points slightly increases
the background fluorescence detected at any given point.

To obtain 3D images, such as shown in figure 4, the 2D
scanning procedure is quickly repeated while the focal plane
is advanced through different depths in the sample. In the
fastest modern confocals, 2D images can be collected at rates
≈100 frames s−1, and depending on the scanning depth, 3D
images can be collected in around 1 s. The specific details
(times, pixels) vary from system to system, although it is worth
noting that dynamics in dense colloidal systems are quite slow
near the glass transition, so even slower confocal microscopes
can still obtain adequate images from glassy samples.

The earliest observations of colloids using confocal
microscopy were done by Yoshida et al in 1991 [123] and
van Blaaderen et al in 1992 [124]. Yoshida et al examined
colloidal crystallization near walls, and later studied colloidal
gels [125]. van Blaaderen et al demonstrated the utility
of fluorescent core–shell particles and confocal microscopy.
Core–shell particles are ones with small fluorescent cores and
non-fluorescent shells, so that their centres are bright dots that
are well separated in the image from other particle centres even
at high-volume fractions. The early work of van Blaaderen
et al nicely demonstrated the power of confocal microscopy
with important proof-of-principle measurements, and hinted
at applications using particle tracking [124, 126]. In 1995, van
Blaaderen and Wiltzius applied particle identification software
to locate the positions of several thousand particles in 3D
confocal images to investigate the structure of a colloidal
glass [127], sparking much subsequent work [128, 129]. The
key 1995 finding was that the structure of a colloidal glass was
quite similar to the glassy structure seen in simulations.

More details of applying confocal microscopy to colloidal
samples can be found in [119, 130], and a good starting point
to learn about confocal microscopy is [131].
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2.3. Particle tracking

Particle tracking incorporates various image processing and
computational techniques to identify the centroid positions of
particles in a given image [118, 132]. Images can be 2D, as in
brightfield or fluorescence microscopy, or 3D, as in confocal
microscopy. Repeating the procedures for consecutive images
yields a list of coordinates at subsequent times. The
coordinates can be used immediately to obtain structural
information about a sample, or if dynamic information is
desired, the coordinates can be linked together in time to form
individual particle trajectories.

In general, the larger a particle is in an image, and the
more it contrasts with the background, the more accurate the
particle tracking. As mentioned in section 1.5, however, larger
particles move slower and are more prone to sedimentation.
For many experiments, particle centres can be located with a
resolution of approximately 20 nm in the focal plane, while
the out-of-plane resolution is typically no better than 50 nm.
Recently, algorithms have been developed that push spatial
resolution to ≈5 nm [133, 134].

In dilute samples, accurately identifying particles is
relatively easy because bright and well-separated particles
contrast well with the dark background. In dense samples
like colloidal glasses, there are many bright particles in an
image and so contrast is usually poorer. Additionally, optical
effects such as diffraction can make it difficult to distinguish
individual particles when they are very close together. These
effects are important to understand and correct, especially
when particle motions are very small [135, 136]. To illustrate,
in a sample of 2.4 µm diameter PMMA spheres at φ = 0.52,
Weeks and Weitz observed the majority of particles to move
less than 0.2 µm over 600 s [137]. The influence of diffraction
can be weakened by increasing the optical resolution
using fancier lenses [117], using confocal microscopy (see
section 2.2), or with computational techniques [134, 135].
Hence, with some care as far as optics are concerned, and
some fine tuning of particle-tracking parameters, it is often
straightforward to study dilute and dense systems with the same
techniques.

Combined with video microscopy, particle tracking offers
a powerful method to probe the local properties of a sample,
which is especially important for understanding structurally
or dynamically heterogeneous systems like colloidal glasses.
With this technique, one can discuss behaviours of individual
particles up to a collection of several thousand. This degree of
resolution is not available with light scattering (see section 2.4)
or conventional rheology (see section 2.5) where quantities are
averaged over thousands to millions of particles. However,
such a small statistical sampling can make it difficult to draw
conclusions about a system’s bulk properties without collecting
an overwhelming amount of data.

The main starting point for particle tracking is the original
paper by Crocker and Grier [132], and the software described
in the paper is available for download on the web [138].
Samples that are flowing or being sheared can also be tracked
using pre-treatment of the data; see [139] for details. For a
comprehensive assessment of particle tracking, see [134].

2.4. Static and dynamic light scattering

Light scattering is a powerful technique for probing the average
structure and dynamics of a sample. A laser is aimed at a
sample, and the light scattered from the sample at a given
angle is detected.

Photons scattered from different portions of the sample
interfere with each other, and how this interference
(constructive or destructive) depends on angle provides
information about the structure of the sample. In particular,
this information leads to the static structure factor S(k), the
Fourier transform of the particle positions. This is static light
scattering (SLS). The scattering wave vector k is given by
k = [4πn/λ] sin(θ/2), where λ is the laser wavelength, n is
the index of refraction of the sample medium and θ is the angle
between the incident light and detected light [119, 140, 141].

In dynamic light scattering (DLS), the light intensity, I (t),
at a fixed angle is monitored as a function of time. The
light intensity fluctuates as portions of the sample rearrange,
changing the interference pattern of scattered light. In
particular, one monitors how the intensity autocorrelation
function,

g2(�t) = 〈I (t + �t)I (t)〉t
〈I (t)〉2

, (11)

changes as a function of lag time �t . At �t = 0, g2(�t)

is at a maximum, and decays from this value as the sample
evolves. Scattering functions, such as the self-intermediate
scattering function shown in figure 5, are related to g2(�t) and
are used to quantify dynamics. By measuring the rate of decay,
one measures how particles move and can extract information
similar to the diffusion coefficient. Probing the dynamics at
different k values allows one to determine information about
either local or collective particle motion within the sample;
most typically, k is chosen to coincide with the peak of the
structure factor S(k), which yields information about collective
motions. Alternatively, tracer systems can be prepared and
single-particle motion probed [100, 142], or else the behaviour
at k → ∞ can be examined which also relates to self-diffusion
[89]. For example, the MSDs in figure 2(b) are calculated from
the DLS data in figure 5. The autocorrelation function is often
calculated over time scales down to 10−6 s, allowing a large
range of time scales to be measured, as shown in figure 5. For
more details about both SLS and DLS, see [140, 141].

The main strength of light scattering is that light is
scattered from a significant volume within the sample, typically
containing millions of particles. The measurement is a very
good average of information from all of the particles, whether
it be structural information (SLS) or dynamic information
(DLS). For DLS, given that the measurement is sensitive to
motions corresponding to fractions of λ, accurate MSDs are
straightforward to obtain. However, because of the ensemble-
averaging properties, local information is harder to obtain.
For example, while calculating the MSD is easy, knowing
how individual particle motions are correlated in space is
more difficult. A secondary strength of light scattering
is that typically particles smaller than those in microscopy
experiments can be used, for example 300 nm radius [54]
in one early experiment. These smaller particles are much
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Figure 5. Self-intermediate scattering functions, Fs(k, τ ), as a
function of the dimensionless time τ = �t/τD with τD = 0.0215 s,
and measured with wave vector kR = 1.3. Data and symbols are the
same as in figure 2(b). Note that an increase in φ corresponds to an
increase in decay time. Reprinted with permission from [100],
copyright 1998 by the American Physical Society.

less affected by sedimentation (see section 1.5). Additionally,
smaller particles diffuse faster, allowing their motion to be
probed over a larger range of time scales.

In 2001, Williams and van Megen devised a clever method
to examine binary samples (mixtures of two particle sizes)
with SLS and DLS [143]. Their size ratio was asmall/alarge =
0.6. They slightly modified the synthesis method for the two
particle types so that they had distinct indices of refraction.
By tuning the temperature of the solvent, they could closely
match the index of one or the other particle type, and obtain
information about each particle species independently. These
experiments nicely demonstrated that at a given volume
fraction, mixtures of two sizes are more liquid-like than
a monodisperse sample [143], in agreement with viscosity
measurements [144, 145]. This is because binary samples
can be packed to higher volume fractions than monodisperse
samples, so at a given volume fraction, a binary sample has
more free volume than a monodisperse sample. A subsequent
experiment suggested that the small particles can ‘lubricate’
the motion of the large particles (size ratio asmall/alarge = 0.48)
[146]. However, theory and simulations indicate that the
opposite is true for size ratios asmall/alarge > 0.8 [58, 147, 148]:
for such size ratios, increasing the fraction of small particles
can increase the glassiness of the sample. For small size ratios
asmall/alarge � 0.1, the depletion force becomes relevant, where
the small particles effectively push together the large particles.
This can lead to both more and less glassiness, depending on the
conditions [149], and is further discussed in section 5.1. Binary
samples in general are of interest for understanding multi-
component molecular glasses, and the technique of Williams
and van Megen demonstrates how light scattering can be used
to study such multi-component systems [143].

In very dense colloidal suspensions, such as those near
a glass transition, additional experimental issues arise. One
problem is that in a glassy sample, particles do not rearrange
significantly, so it is difficult to obtain a proper time-average
from the sample. Several techniques have been developed to
deal with this situation and are reviewed in [150–152].

A second problem is that light is often scattered from
more than one particle before being detected. Again, several
techniques have been developed for cases when the light
scattered a few times before detection, some of which are
reviewed in [152, 153]. One common technique is diffusive
wave spectroscopy (DWS) [154–158] which works when light
scatters many times before detection. Here, the light is
assumed to be scattered so many times that each photon can be
thought to diffuse randomly through the sample before exiting
and being detected. Diffusion is straightforward to describe
mathematically so, for a given experimental geometry, it is
possible to calculate the average number of times a photon
has been scattered (and therefore the number of particles from
which it scattered). Again, the intensity of light is monitored
and its autocorrelation calculated, but now, each particle needs
only move a very small fraction of a wavelength before the
sum of these motions results in significant decorrelation of the
intensity. DWS is thus useful for multiply scattering samples
with small motions. Colloidal glasses were studied soon after
the development of DWS [157], an early result being that the
MSD of densely packed particles is nonlinear in time (as shown
in figure 2, for example).

DWS is reviewed in [159]. A useful review paper which
briefly discusses differences between DWS and DLS is [160].
Ultra-small-angle neutron and x-ray scattering as applied to
colloidal glasses is reviewed in [161]; these techniques can
probe structure on length scales of ∼1–10 µm. A recently
published book on glasses and dynamical heterogeneity (see
section 3.3) contains a chapter by Cipelletti and Weeks which
focuses on colloidal glasses [162]. This chapter discusses
many details of light scattering. A review paper by Sciortino
and Tartaglia compares experimental data with theoretical
predictions, with a focus on light scattering data [1].

2.5. Rheology

Rheology is the study of how materials flow and deform. A
rheological measurement quantifies how solid- or fluid-like a
substance is in response to a specific stress [18]; that is, the goal
of rheology is to measure elastic and viscous properties of a
system. To make such a measurement, one needs a rheometer,
a device capable of either creating a constant or oscillatory
stress and measuring the resulting rate of deformation, or
measuring the stress required to deform a material at a constant
rate of strain.

An elementary rheometer is illustrated in figure 6. The
device consists of two horizontal plates separated by a distance
h, where the top plate is mobile and the bottom plate is fixed.
On the left of figure 6, an ideal Hookean (elastic) solid is placed
inside and the top plate is displaced by a distance �x. The
stress σ (≡ force/area) needed to do this is given by the relation

σ = G
�x

h
= Gγ. (12)

This equation defines the shear modulus G, where γ = �x/h

is the strain.
On the right side of figure 6, the rheometer is filled with a

simple fluid, such as water, and the top plate is displaced at a
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Figure 6. Schematic of a simple rheometer. Left: the top of an ideal solid is displaced �x, leading to a strain of γ = �x/h. Right: a
Newtonian fluid is sheared at a rate of γ̇ = vx/h.

constant velocity vx . As the top plate moves, it drags the fluid
underneath in accordance with the no-slip boundary condition
of fluid mechanics. For the same reason, the fluid immediately
above the fixed bottom plate is motionless. This creates a
steadily decreasing velocity profile (indicated by the arrows).
The shear stress needed to maintain the constant velocity of
the top plate is given by

σ = η
∂vx

∂y
= η

vx

h
= ηγ̇ . (13)

The above equation defines the shear viscosity of a fluid,
η = σ/γ̇ , where γ̇ is the shear rate. Fluids that adhere to
this relation are called Newtonian fluids.

More generally, many materials are termed viscoelastic:
they have both a viscous and elastic nature [73, 163–167].
Viscoelasticity can be studied by applying a low amplitude
sinusoidally varying strain of the form γ = γ0 sin(ωt). As
noted above, the elastic stress is proportional to this strain
and thus depends on sin(ωt), while the viscous stress is
proportional to the strain rate and thus depends on cos(ωt).
For a viscoelastic material one would measure

σ(t) = γ0
[
G′(ω) sin(ωt) + G′′(ω) cos(ωt)

]
, (14)

where the two moduli are the storage modulus G′(ω), and the
loss modulus G′′(ω). These two moduli in general depend
on the frequency ω. G′ describes the ability of the material to
store elastic energy, while G′′ characterizes energy dissipation.
Analogous to a dampened spring, the elastic portion oscillates
in phase with the stress, whereas the viscous portion is out of
phase by a factor of π/2.

It is worth noting that colloidal suspensions are
viscoelastic, and so their rheological properties depend on
the measurement frequency, ω, as shown in figure 7 [163].
Viscoelastic behaviour has been explored both experimentally
and theoretically [163, 168]. In figure 7, it can be seen that
both G′ and G′′ rise rapidly near the glass transition over a
large range of of ω.

For colloids at the glass transition, the elastic modulus
G′(ω) is larger than the loss modulus G′′(ω) for a wide range of
frequencies, and in particular as ω → 0. This latter condition
corresponds to solid-like behaviour for a quiescent sample.
Related to this is the idea of a yield stress, that a solid-like
sample requires a finite stress be applied in order for the sample
to flow (flow being defined as γ̇ > 0 for a given applied
stress) [166].

There exist techniques to measure viscosity and
elasticity from video microscopy and particle tracking, and

Figure 7. (a) Storage modulus and (b) loss modulus as a function of
frequency for colloidal suspensions at different volume fractions.
The solid lines are fits to a model based on mode-coupling theory
(MCT). Reprinted with permission from [163], copyright 1995 by
the American Physical Society.

light scattering; these techniques are collectively termed
microrheology [169–173]. It is important to note that
microrheology measurements represent local, microscopic
properties, whereas rheological measurements involve
macroscopic, bulk samples. Applying microrheology methods
to dense suspensions requires care in the interpretation
[174–184]. Of historical note, the first experiment to use
microrheology was by Mason and Weitz in 1995, and this
experiment used DWS (section 2.4) to probe colloidal glasses
as a test case.

Good reviews about the rheology of colloidal suspensions
include [185–189]. More general information about rheology
can be found in [18, 190–192]. See also the discussion of
sheared samples in section 4.3 of this review.

2.6. Simulations

As discussed above, colloidal glasses are often considered as
model hard-sphere glasses, and complement simulations of
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hard spheres. Likewise, simulations of hard spheres give quite
useful insight to colloidal glasses, and in many cases have
guided experiments.

It is difficult to simulate a large number of colloidal
particles at high-volume fractions taking into account
hydrodynamic interactions and interaction potentials; often
approximations are desirable or necessary [193]. For that
matter, colloidal glasses are themselves only approximate
models of molecular glassy materials, so to the extent
that colloidal glasses may provide insight into the general
glass transition, one hopes that the details are not crucial
and that approximations are acceptable. Fortunately, this
seems to be the case. First, the microscopic dynamics
seem unimportant. Simulations with Brownian dynamics
(appropriate for colloids) or Newtonian dynamics (appropriate
for simple hard-sphere systems without a solvent) result
in similar long-time-scale dynamics [74–80]. Second, the
interaction potential seems unimportant. Observations such
as dynamical heterogeneities are similar in Lennard-Jones
simulations [194–197], hard-sphere simulations [56, 198] and
soft sphere simulations [199–202]; see section 3.3. The
accumulation of evidence suggests that the specific details of
colloidal interactions are not crucial for understanding glassy
behaviour. The limitations of the colloidal samples as models
(Brownian dynamics with hydrodynamic interactions) may
also not be crucial problems for comparing colloidal glasses
with molecular glasses. Third, even the dimensionality may
be fairly unimportant. Simulations see similar slowing of
dynamics in two dimensions and three dimensions, as well as
similar particle motions [198, 203, 204]. Likewise, colloidal
experiments see similar slowing and similar qualitative
features in two dimensions [110, 112] and three dimensions
[128, 129, 205]. One caveat is that preventing ordering is more
important in lower dimensions and so binary or polydisperse
samples must be used to study glass transitions in two
dimensions. However, this also suggests the possibility of
better understanding the role of crystallization and frustration
by considering higher dimensions; see [206–208] which
discuss intriguing results from 4D simulations.

Another consideration for comparing simulations and
experiments are finite size effects. In a simulation, often
periodic boundary conditions are used. The key assumption,
then, is that the box size should be at least twice as big as any
structural length scales or dynamical length scales present [8].
Of course, it is possible some of these length scales may
be longer than expected—for example, one simulation found
evidence for a structural length scale that was three times as
large as the more obvious dynamical length scale [209]. Two
simple options exist. First, one can conduct simulations for a
range of box sizes, and verify that the physics one observes is
independent of box size or perhaps scales in some clear way.
Second, one can exploit the size dependence to learn something
about the sample [210]; see the discussion in section 3.4.

In experiments, finite size effects also can cause problems.
In a typical microscopy experiment, 2D images can contain
a few hundred particles, or 3D confocal microscopy images
can contain a few thousand particles. While the sample
chamber may well be much bigger, this still limits the size of

dynamical length scales that can be studied; see, for example,
the discussion of finite size effects in [129]. Also, samples
are often imaged through a glass coverslip, and care must be
taken to take the data away from the boundaries; the presence
of boundaries introduces layering [57, 211–214] and likely
changes the dynamics as well [57, 215]. However, microscopy
imaging is difficult deep within a sample; here light scattering
has an advantage.

Given the similarities between a variety of simulations
and the colloidal glass transition, this review paper will not
completely survey the literature of simulational studies of
the colloidal glass transition because in reality, simulations
can be quite relevant for the colloidal glass transition without
specifically being simulations of colloids, and this review paper
cannot effectively survey all of the simulations of the glass
transition. Instead, in subsequent sections of this review, as
we describe features of the colloidal glass transition we will
discuss the relevant simulation results.

However, some intriguing advantages of simulations
are certainly worth noting here. Widmer-Cooper et al
demonstrated advantages of the ‘iso-configurational ensem-
ble,’ where they repeated simulation runs with identical starting
positions for particles, but with randomized velocities; this is
certainly something well suited to simulation [203, 216]. Their
results are described more comprehensively in section 3.3, but
briefly, their technique demonstrated that certain regions have
a higher propensity for particle motion. Another interesting
simulation by Santen and Krauth used non-physical Monte
Carlo moves to probe ‘equilibrium’-like sample properties for
glassy samples [217]. They found that thermodynamic prop-
erties were continuous across the transition, evidence that the
glass transition is not a thermodynamic transition. The 4D
simulations mentioned above led to interesting results as crys-
tallization is much harder in four dimensions, and so even a
monodisperse system can have glassy behaviour [206–208].
These three examples—all using hard particles—give a sense
of the variety of ways that simulations can give unique insight
into the colloidal glass transition.

Several textbooks exist which discuss simulation
techniques; a good starting point is [218]. Reviews of
simulations of the glass transition include [8, 219].

A textbook introducing a large variety of methods for
studying soft materials is [108]. Many of the techniques
discussed above are described in more detail, including
microscopy, simulation methods and rheology.

3. Features of systems approaching the glass
transition

3.1. Growth of viscosity and relaxation times

A liquid’s viscosity increases upon cooling. If cooling
continues into the supercooled regime, the viscosity continues
to grow, and at the glass transition is about 1013 poise [3].
(For comparison, the viscosity of water at room temperature is
0.01 P, glycerol is 15 P and honey is 100 P [220].) Analogously,
increasing the volume fraction in a colloidal suspension, shown
in figure 8, causes an increase in viscosity. As can be seen, the
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Figure 8. Scaled low shear viscosities at different φ for various
colloidal suspensions of nearly monodisperse hard spheres. The low
shear viscosities (η) are normalized by the viscosity of the pure
solvent (η0). The fit line is to equation (15) with C = 1,
φm = 0.638, D = 1.15. Data taken from [221, 225–227].

Figure 9. Schematic of shear thinning and shear thickening for
colloidal suspensions at various volume fractions. Reprinted with
permission from [187].

maximal change in viscosity is only a factor of 104; indeed,
one critique of the colloidal glass transition as a model for
molecular glass transitions is that the viscosity increase is
not nearly as great. This discrepancy likely arises for several
reasons. First, it is experimentally difficult to load high-volume
fraction samples into a rheometer [66, 221]. Such a limitation
can potentially be overcome using thermosensitive particles,
which could be loaded into the rheometer at a temperature
where the sample is liquid-like and then thermally changed to
a higher volume fraction in situ [222, 223]. Second, ensuring
that the sample has a well-known and controllable volume
fraction can be extremely challenging [66]. Finally, colloidal
samples that are sheared too rapidly can shear thin (the apparent
viscosity decreases with increasing shear rate) or, at still higher
shear rates, shear thicken (an increasing apparent viscosity with
increasing shear rate). These trends are indicated qualitatively
in figure 9. Shear thinning is more severe for φ > 0.5 [28, 224],
meaning that experiments at high φ must be done at extremely
low shear rates (ω → 0 as described in section 2.5) and
low applied stresses to see the correct linear response [178].
Measurements for φ ≈ 0.6 would take weeks or years to be
done properly [221].

Important early work on the viscosity of colloidal
suspensions was performed by Marshall and Zukoski using
rheometry [28]. Their system consisted of small silica hard

spheres (radius <300 nm) in a solvent of decahydronapthalene.
A constant stress rheometer was used to measure viscosity
at various applied stresses, enabling an extrapolation of the
viscosity to a state of zero stress. For all particle sizes used,
they observed an increase in viscosity with φ, with a sudden,
apparently divergent increase at volume fractions associated
with the glassy phase of hard spheres. They also found that
the form of the increase was well described by the Doolittle
equation,

η

η0
= C exp

[
Dφ

φm − φ

]
, (15)

with C = 1.20, D = 1.65 and φm = 0.638. This equation was
first used to describe the temperature dependence of viscosity
in molecular liquids approaching the glass transition [228].
The original Doolittle equation was expressed as a function of
free volume (which was implicitly a function of temperature).
We note that (15) has been modified in a reasonable fashion
(see [28] for details) to depend on φ as shown above, with φm

being the maximum packing. Atφ = φm in the above equation,
the viscosity diverges. It is intriguing that their observed
φm = 0.638 is close to φrcp, where all motion is suppressed.
Indeed, the data in figure 8 are also well fit by (15) with a
similar φm [221]. This raises questions about whether the glass
transition occurs at φg ≈ 0.58 or possibly at φrcp ≈ 0.64.
We will discuss these questions more comprehensively in
section 6, but for now, we note that the viscosity is large at φg

and that other quantities, to be discussed next, diverge at φg.
The Doolittle model has been critiqued in the past as

being oversimplified or perhaps founded on shaky physical
arguments [229, 230], and it is possible that other functional
forms would fit the data just as well [165, 221]. The question
of which functional form is most appropriate is generic to
studying the glass transition. It was noted by Hecksher et al in
2008 that multiple functional forms fit glass transition data
(relaxation times as a function of T ) [231, 232]. Of these
expressions, some have a divergence at finite T while others
have no divergence at all. In all cases, the experimental data
range over many decades in η, but are clearly many more
decades away from η = ∞, and so extrapolation is always
tricky [233–235].

While the glass transition is associated with a
dramatically increased viscosity, it is equally associated with
a dramatically increased microscopic relaxation time and
decreased diffusivity. For colloids, the long-time self-diffusion
coefficient DL(φ) approaches zero as φ → φg (see section 1.5
for a discussion of DL). A related quantity is the intermediate
scattering function F(km, τ ), where the wave vector km is
often chosen to correspond to the peak of the static structure
factor. The decay time for F(km, τ ) becomes large as the
glass transition is approached, as shown in figure 5; this is
the microscopic relaxation time scale, often termed τα when
referring to the final decay of F(k, τ ) [236]. (See section 2.4
for a discussion of DLS and scattering functions.) Roughly,
τα ∝ a2/DL, where a is the particle radius, and so both τα and
DL are considered measures of how microscopic dynamics
slow near the glass transition.

The question then is how DL and τα depend on φ [237,
238]. Results from viscometry and DLS studies were reported
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Figure 10. Growing relaxation time scale τα (plotted as − log(τα),
circles) and decreasing diffusivity DL (squares) plotted against the
distance to the colloidal glass transition, using φg = 0.571 for the
DL data and φg = 0.572 for the τα data. Data taken from [100].
Diffusion constants are measured from figure 2(b) and τα from
figure 5. Plus symbols are τα data from [247], a prior experiment by
the same group.

by Segrè et al for a suspension of PMMA hard spheres over
the range of volume fractions 0 � φ � φfreeze = 0.494 [239].
Intriguingly, they found that the growth of η(φ) (measured with
a rheometer) was well matched by the growth of the inverse
diffusion constant, (DL(km))−1. This suggests that at least
to φ ≈ 0.494, viscosity and diffusion are well coupled. It
is known that in molecular glasses, these two quantities can
decouple: diffusion is quite slow, but not as slow as would
be expected from measurements of η [236, 240–242]. van
Megen et al acquired data up to φg − 0.01 and found that DL

and τα remain well coupled; their data are shown in figure 10.
Results for both η and τα from the same sample with φ > 0.494
have not yet been obtained, partly because of the experimental
difficulty of making the different measurements at exactly the
same volume fraction [66, 243, 244]. Comparing data sets
from different groups suggests that perhaps η and τα remain
coupled [245], although such comparisons are non-trivial and
the results should be treated cautiously [66]. In general, it is
hard to accurately determine how η(φ) grows near φg or φrcp,
partly because of the difficulty in measuring φ accurately, and
partly because small changes in φ make a large difference,
precisely as shown in figures 8 and 10. It is worth noting that
some experimental differences between η(φ) and DL(φ) may
be due to slip at the particle surface [239, 246]. As already
noted, another difficulty in measuring η(φ) for φ > 0.5 arises
due to the very slow shear rates required to do so—the need
to shear at such low rates is itself evidence for a dramatically
growing microscopic relaxation time scale [28].

Given the difficulties of doing both viscometry and DLS
on the same samples, and given the power of DLS compared
with viscometry, it is natural that many people have used DLS
to examine how τα grows as φ → φg. van Megen’s group has
performed well-known DLS experiments over three decades
starting in the 1980s [32, 100, 142, 247–251]. One of their
notable findings is that the increase in τα(φ) is well described
by MCT; see, for example, [1, 247, 252, 253]. Significantly,
not only is τα fit by MCT, but several other features of F(k, τ )

are as well, with the only adjustable parameter being the scaling
of the volume fraction φ.

The experiments by van Megen et al were performed
with hard-sphere-like colloidal particles; parallel experiments
were performed by Bartsch, Sillescu and co-workers starting
in the 1990s, using softer colloidal particles [104, 105, 254–
260]. Some intriguing differences were seen; for example,
some relaxation processes still appeared to persist in the glass
phase [105, 254]. Their early observations suggested a glass
transition at φ ≈ 0.64 [104], but this was later attributed to
depletion effects due to the likely presence of free polymers
[256, 258]; see also the discussion in section 5.1. Later
experiments by the same group found a glass transition at φg =
0.595, which was higher than 0.58 likely due to the moderately
high polydispersity of these samples (∼16%) [256]. Many of
the predictions of MCT were confirmed in these soft particle
experiments [105, 255], suggesting that the particle properties
are not crucial.

The hard-sphere results have been recently updated by
Brambilla et al who studied samples with φ > 0.58 using
DLS [261, 262]. Amazingly, they found that these slow
and dense samples eventually equilibrated. Some of their
results agreed quite well with the earlier work of van Megen
et al. However, above φc, the volume fraction where MCT
predicts a divergence of τα , they instead found finite values of
τα—suggesting that these samples were not yet glasses and
that φc of MCT is not equivalent to φg for their samples.
These results are controversial [263–266]; key issues raised
are difficulties determining volume fractions and difficulties
comparing results with differing polydispersity [66].

It should be noted that there are other predictions of how
DL(φ) should behave near the colloidal glass transition. A
notable theory taking into account hydrodynamic interactions
is due to Tokuyama and Oppenheim [267, 268], which predicts
a glass transition at a specific volume fraction φ0 ≈ 0.5718
(with an exact expression given for this value).

Some understanding of how structure and dynamics relate
to each other has been recently presented by van Megen et al
[251, 269]. They studied sterically stabilized PMMA particles
in decalin, which were well characterized to behave as hard
spheres. In [251], they studied the MSD and identified the
time scale τ

(s)
m at which the MSD had the smallest logarithmic

slope, that is, the time scale at which the MSD was the
most subdiffusive. Here the (s) superscript indicates self-
motion. They also identified an analogous time scale for
collective motion, τ

(c)
m (k), directly from DLS data, which

was approximately the same as τm. These time scales both
grow as the glass transition is approached, which makes sense.
By examining the k dependence of τ

(c)
m (k), they showed that

structural arrest—the slowing of the motion—starts at length
scales corresponding to 1/km, where km is the peak of the static
structure factor, and then spreads to other length scales [251].
This suggests that as the glass transition is approached, the
spatial modes of motion do not slow uniformly; that some are
frozen out sooner. A related study by the same authors found
that the dynamics exhibit qualitative changes for the metastable
states, that is, φ > φfreeze = 0.494 [269].

We refer the reader to [1, 72] for good reviews of
experiments studying diffusion and relaxation times for the
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Figure 11. (a) Plot of scaled relaxation time kτα , where τα is measured from light scattering and k is chosen to collapse the data at low ζ
values. Symbols are diamonds (stiff particles), circles and squares (intermediate stiffness), triangles (soft particles), crosses and pluses
(rescaled shear viscosities from rheology measurements, corresponding to intermediate and soft particles, respectively). (b) Same data as
(a), with the effective volume fraction ζ normalized by ζg ≡ ζ(kτα = 100 s). Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd:
Nature [276], copyright 2009.

colloidal glass transition, and how the experiments relate to
MCT predictions. Earlier reviews summarize the state of these
questions in 1998 [71] and 2001 [49]. MCT is specifically
reviewed in [2, 270, 271].

3.2. Fragility

An important feature of molecular and polymer glasses is that,
while the relaxation time scale grows dramatically in all cases,
the rate of this growth varies between different samples. This
difference is termed the fragility [3]. Fragile glass-formers
are ones in which the relaxation time scale grows slowly over
some range of the control parameter, and as the glass transition
is approached, increases quite suddenly. Such glasses are
‘fragile’ in the sense that when their viscosity is high, a slight
change in the control parameters (increasing T or decreasing
P ) results in a sharp decrease in the viscosity, easily ‘breaking’
the glassy behaviour. In contrast, ‘strong’ glasses exhibit
Arrhenius behaviour, where time scales and viscosity grow
smoothly and steadily as the glass transition is approached [6].
Results shown in figure 11(b) are from colloidal glasses and
illustrate the types of behaviours one might see: here the
straight-line data are from a strong glass, and the curved data
correspond to fragile glasses.

The fragility can be defined in several ways. One common
way is to fit the viscosity as a function of T to the Vogel–
Tammann–Fulcher equation:

η/η0 = exp[DT0/(T − T0)]. (16)

Here η0 is the viscosity at large T , and T0 results from a fit to
where the viscosity would become infinite. The parameter
D is called the ‘fragility index’, and is larger for stronger
glasses; D → ∞ corresponds to Arrhenius behaviour. For
fragile polymer glasses, D can be as low as ∼2 [3]. This
non-Arrhenius behaviour is taken as a sign that molecules
cooperate in their motion; diffusion and structural relaxation
are no longer local processes [272]. For colloids, one might

exchange T0/T with φ/φ0, given that for regular glasses one
decreases T to Tg and for colloids one increases φ to φg.
Thus colloids would be fit with the Doolittle equation (15)
with C = 1:

η/η0 = exp[Dφ/(φ0 − φ)]. (17)

Using this definition, hard-sphere colloids appear to be fragile
glass-formers with D ≈ 1.15 (from figure 8 [221]) or
D ≈ 1.65 (from rheology [28]). Equivalent formulas can
be written using τα/τ0; light scattering data on hard-sphere-
like colloids suggest D ≈ 0.50 [202, 261, 262]. However,
the exchange of T0/T with φ/φ0 is perhaps misleading [272].
In [272], Berthier and Witten argue that φ is more analogous to
energy density, and that the non-dimensional pressure 1/Z =
PVp/φkBT is more analogous to 1/T , using pressure P and
particle volume Vp. As P has a non-trivial φ dependence,
they point out that the relationship between η and φ can
be confusing when comparing different types of colloidal
particles, especially as Z is generally not easily measurable in
an experiment. Overall, however fragility might be defined,
an important question is ‘what features of a glass-forming
material relate to the fragility?’ [202, 273–275].

This question has recently been explored by Mattsson
et al [276] with colloidal suspensions of soft hydrogel particles.
These particles easily deform and so can be compressed as
their concentration is increased; for this reason, their glass
transition does not occur at the same volume fraction of
φg ≈ 0.58 as for hard particles. The authors considered
a generalized volume fraction ζ = nV0, where n is the
particle concentration and V0 is the volume of an undeformed
particle. Given that particles can be compressed to much
less than V0, the generalized volume fraction ζ can greatly
exceed 1. Shown in figure 11, Mattsson et al found that
softer particles (triangles) behaved as strong glasses, while
harder particles (circles, diamonds) behaved as more fragile
glasses, using the equivalence between 1/T and ζ . This is
an exciting demonstration of a model colloidal system which
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can be used to explore fragility. However, an open question is
whether using the non-dimensional pressure Z would perhaps
collapse the data between the differing particle types [272].
The simulations of [272] show that hard spheres are ‘fragile’
when plotted against Z.

The results of Mattsson et al are interesting, but it is
not completely clear how particle softness relates to fragility.
A simulation of different particle potentials did not find any
fragility changes [277], although this study only considered
varying T rather than density. Certainly for polymer glasses,
fragility can be quite different depending on if T or density
is varied [275]. Furthermore, ‘softness’ has two distinct
meanings. In simulations such as [277], softness refers to the
shape of the interparticle potential. Often the repulsive part
of the potential decays as 1/rn, and smaller values of n are
considered softer particles. In contrast, Mattsson et al used
softness to refer to the particle modulus [276], which probably
is a prefactor to an interparticle potential with fixed shape.

A recent mode-coupling study suggests that both the
shape of the potentials and their prefactors may be needed
to understand Mattsson et al’s results [278]. For example,
if the interparticle potential is ∼1/r2 at large separations r ,
and ∼1/r6 at smaller separations, then increasing particle
concentration can shift the scale of the interaction energy to a
different regime of the potential. If such an effect was properly
accounted for, all of the data might collapse for different
softnesses [59]. In a sense, this suggests that the results for
the soft spheres can be considered in terms of their effective
hard-sphere size [279, 280], thus explaining the results in terms
of a mapping from ζ to φeffective [59, 281, 282]. However, the
functional form of the interparticle potential is unknown for
hydrogel particles. Furthermore, it is not known if or how
the interparticle interactions vary between different batches
of Mattsson et al’s particles. (Other groups have noted that
their particles vary from batch to batch: see the discussion
in [282] comparing their results with their prior work in [283].)
While the results of Mattsson et al are exciting, they raise
many questions. A full understanding requires either precise
knowledge of how hydrogel particles interact or insights from
simulations on how to replicate the experimental data.

One can also consider the results of Mattsson et al in
another way. The Arrhenius ζ -dependence for the softer
particles suggests that the energy barrier for rearrangements is
independent of ζ . Perhaps soft particles can rearrange without
significantly affecting others, and so rearrangements involve
only a few particles. In contrast the harder particles might
exhibit growing dynamical heterogeneity (see section 3.3),
requiring more and more particles to rearrange, and thus
leading to a growing energy barrier with ζ . If these conjectures
are true, this would suggest that soft particles are not
effectively hard particles with a different radius. Microscopy
experiments may be able to shed light on the question of
particle rearrangements.

Recent simulations suggest different ways to tune the
fragility of colloidal systems. One simulation showed that
fragility was tunable using a binary system and controlling the
size ratio and number ratio of the two species [202]. While
intriguing and potentially useful for tuning the properties of

colloidal suspensions, a binary system would be of limited use
for understanding the fragility of single-component molecular
glasses. Another simulation studied soft particles with finite-
range potentials, quite analogous to soft colloidal particles,
and found that the temperature-dependent fragility increased
dramatically when the particles were over-compressed (density
increased above the point where the particles had to interact)
[272, 280].

3.3. Dynamical heterogeneity

In a liquid below its melting point, some regions may exhibit
faster dynamics than others even though, spatially, these
regions may be very close [236, 284, 285]. This behaviour
is called dynamical heterogeneity, and illustrates that different
regions of a system relax at different rates. In such a system,
relaxation time scales and length scales are coupled, that is,
longer relaxation times are typically associated with larger
collections of particles. One key idea here is that of cooperative
motions [286]: near the glass transition, perhaps molecules
need to ‘cooperate’ in order to rearrange.

Cooperative motion has been seen in colloidal samples,
such as the one shown in figure 12. The left image shows a raw
confocal microscope image, a 2D slice through a 3D sample
at φ = 0.46. The right image shows the difference between
particle positions in the left image and an image taken 60 s later.
Some regions of this image are grey, indicating places where
particles move relatively little during this period of time. Other
regions are black and white, indicating groups of particles
all moving together. For these groups, motion is from black
to white; for example, the anomalously large particle moves
slightly to the left. It can be seen that in general, neighbouring
particles that are rearranging tend to move in similar directions.
This sample is relatively far from the glass transition (the
images come from a sample with φ = 0.46 as compared with
φg = 0.58 for these experiments). As the glass transition
is approached, the regions of rearranging particles grow
larger, but the displacements during a given rearrangement are
smaller [137], so similar images at larger φ are less revealing.
Overall, observations of spatially heterogeneous motion have
been seen with microscopy in several colloidal experiments
[110, 112, 128, 129, 287–289].

The interpretation of these results relate to cage trapping
and cage rearrangements. As described in section 1.5, at short
times, particles move due to Brownian motion, but this motion
is constrained because particles collide with their neighbours.
The neighbours thus ‘cage’ the particle—of course, the particle
is also part of the cage around its neighbours [2, 93–98]. On
longer time scales, the cages relax and the system rearranges.
As figure 12 shows, rearrangements often occur when one
particle moves, another particle follows, and so on.

As the glass transition is approached, the size of the
cooperative groups of particles increases, as well as the time
scale for these motions [99, 128, 129, 137, 290]. The growing
length scales (quantified from spatial correlation functions)
extend up to ∼4–5 particle diameters [198, 290], shown by
circles in figure 13. Rearrangements can involve up to ∼ 200
particles [129], and the average size of a rearranging region
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Figure 12. Left: confocal microscope image of a sample with φ = 0.46. Right: difference between the left image and one taken 60 s later.
Where this image is grey, nothing has moved; where it is black, a particle existed at the earlier time, and where it is white, a particle existed
at the later time. Of course, particle motion also occurs perpendicular to the plane of the image. In both images, the scale bar indicates
10 µm. For this sample, the particles are slightly charged, shifting the onset of freezing from φfreeze = 0.494 to ≈0.42 [48].

Figure 13. Data on growing length scales for dynamical
heterogeneity in colloidal samples. Circles: length scales ξδu found
from spatial correlations of mobility, normalized by particle radius
a = 1.18 µm [290]. Triangles: mean cluster size in terms of number
of particles Nc, converted to a length scale using the fractal
dimension d = 1.9 [129]. These are clusters of mobile particles as
defined in [129], and by computing N 1/d

c we find the typical length
scale of such clusters. The same data were analysed in [129, 290].
For these experiments, the glass transition was identified as
φ = 0.58.

is indicated by triangles in figure 13. Intriguingly, for liquid
samples (φ < 0.58), these two length scales are essentially
identical. For glassy samples, the correlation length scale
is large, but cluster sizes are small. This is probably due to
difficulty defining cluster sizes in glassy samples as discussed
in [291]. Rearranging particle displacements are small and
can be lost in the ‘noise’ of particles diffusing within their
cages in a glassy sample. More careful analysis reveals larger
clusters in glassy samples, although the details of defining such
clusters are ambiguous in glasses due to ageing [291]—see the
discussion in section 4.2.

These experimental observations of spatial dynamical
heterogeneity are in good agreement with prior observations
in computer simulations [56, 194–196, 198–200, 204, 292].
While the increasing size of these cooperative regions is
a striking observation, it is a bit unclear exactly how this

relates to the growing relaxation time [197, 293]—is it a cause,
effect, or side-effect? Intuitively, it makes sense that if more
and more particles need to move simultaneously in some
coordinated fashion, that this is hard to do and will occur
less often, thus connecting directly to slowing time scales
for diffusion. In this sense, dynamical heterogeneity and the
glass transition are strongly connected, and the former could
be said to ‘cause’ the latter. Some evidence for this comes
from simulations which see diverging measures of dynamical
heterogeneity [196, 292, 294, 295]. One intriguing recent
result comes from simulations of a 4D hard-sphere system:
there a glass transition was seen, but dynamical heterogeneity
was much less significant [208]. This suggests that perhaps
glassy behaviour can occur for other reasons. (As noted in
section 2.6, in general similar phenomena are seen in two
dimensions and three dimensions, and one would assume that
a 4D simulation can still provide useful insight into the 3D
problem.)

It would be useful to understand the factors that allow some
particles to rearrange, or conversely the factors that prevent the
other particles from doing so. It has been noted that higher local
volume fractions are weakly correlated with reduced mobility
[137, 296, 297]. The correlation is sufficiently weak that it has
essentially no predictive ability. Simulations, though, have
shed some light on this. Widmer-Cooper et al conducted
simulations that showed some regions within a sample have
a higher ‘propensity’ to rearrange [203, 216]. To come
to this conclusion, they ran repeated simulations beginning
with the same initial particle configurations. From the
initial configuration, the system was evolved using molecular
dynamics and randomizing the velocities of the particles.
Although again, these sites were only weakly correlated with
structural properties [203, 216, 298, 299]. Such a procedure
has not yet been tested in a colloidal experiment. Investigating
dynamical heterogeneity is a good example where simulations
are quite powerful; simulations preceded and guided the
experimental data analysis [204], and allow for studies that
are experimentally difficult or even impossible [203, 208].

Figure 12 shows clear spatial variations in mobility.
However, another mode of studying dynamical heterogeneity
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is to consider the temporal fluctuations of mobility: in any
given region, the amount of motion will fluctuate in time
[67, 291, 300]. These fluctuations can be quantified with a
four-point susceptibility function called χ4 [294, 295, 301–
303]. This function has been shown to be closely related
to the cooperative motion discussed above, and can be used
to pick out a time scale corresponding to the dynamical
heterogeneity. The analysis has been successfully applied to
colloidal experiments several times [301, 304–306], with the
results essentially in agreement with what has been seen in
simulations.

One could argue that studies of glassy systems should
focus on understanding the behaviour of slow particles, rather
than fast ones. After all, over a given period of time the
overwhelming majority of particles in a glassy system are
fairly immobile. By studying mobile particles, one learns
how mobility decreases as the glass transition is approached—
for example, particle motions are not only rarer, but also
smaller [137]. Also, it is usually the case in experiments that
faster moving particles are easier to distinguish. However, one
confocal microscopy study focused its analysis on less mobile
particles [167], finding that clusters of slow particles percolate
through a colloidal glass.

Dynamical heterogeneity in molecular glass experiments
is reviewed in [236, 284, 285]. Additionally, a chapter in [162]
gives a lengthy review of dynamical heterogeneity in colloidal
glasses. An earlier review of dynamical heterogeneity in soft
glassy materials is [151].

3.4. Confinement effects

Phase transitions are usually investigated in the context of
macroscopically large systems. However, confining samples
so that one or more dimensions are microscopic leads to
new physics, including confinement-driven phases [307]. For
amorphous phases, the glass transition temperature Tg is often
changed by confinement [308–318]. In some experiments, the
glass transition temperature is decreased upon confinement (as
compared with the transition temperature in bulk) [57, 209,
312, 313], whereas in others, the glass transition temperature
increases [209, 308, 310, 319]. In some cases, Tg can
increase or decrease for the same material, depending on the
experiment [209, 308, 313, 317]; this is likely due to differing
boundary conditions [308]. In molecular glass experiments,
important differences are found when studying confined
samples supported by substrates, as compared with free-
standing films [308, 315–317]. In other experiments, results
depend on whether the confining surface is hydrophobic or
hydrophilic. Computer simulations indicate that confinement
influences the arrangement of atoms [57, 209, 210, 320], which
might in turn relate to the change in the glass transition
temperature. However, it is difficult to probe the structure
and dynamics of nano-confined materials.

Colloids thus can serve as an excellent model system
for studying confinement effects. Such experiments have
been performed by two groups who confined samples between
parallel glass plates [213, 321]. Nugent et al used a binary
sample to prevent crystallization [213], while Sarangapani and

Figure 14. Pair correlation function g(r) for a liquid sample
(φ = 0.48) and a crystalline sample (φ = 0.57), with particle radius
a = 1.18 µm. The particles are the same colloidal PMMA spheres
used in [129], and were observed using confocal microscopy. For
perfectly hard particles, the position of the first peak in g(r) would
be at 2a. Here, however, the position of the first peak is at ∼2.7 µm,
larger than 2a = 2.36 µm, because the particles are slightly charged.
The vertical bars at the bottom edge of the graph are the positions of
the peaks of g(r) for an ideal random hexagonal close-packed
crystal. Properly speaking, these should all be Dirac delta functions
(infinitely high); here they are truncated by finite resolution, and
rescaled but still proportional to their magnitude in the ideal case.
The peaks of the experimental crystal are broadened due to
Brownian motion around the particles’ lattice sites, a slight
polydispersity and also particle-tracking uncertainty.

Zhu studied a monodisperse sample [321]. Both experiments
used confocal microscopy to observe a dramatic slowing
down of particle motion in samples that were very confined.
This suggests that the glass plates act analogously to ‘sticky’
boundaries in the molecular glass experiments conducted on
substrates, which also find a slowing down of particle motion
[308]. Follow-up work showed that rough confining surfaces
slowed motions even further [215]. The experiments show
a clear connection between layering of particles against the
walls and their mobility [213], which has also been studied by
simulation [57, 322, 323].

4. Features of glassy systems

4.1. Amorphous solids

It is visually apparent from the bottom of figure 1 that colloidal
glasses and crystals have different structures. Repeating
patterns, like those in a crystal, are completely absent in the
glassy state and instead the glass more closely resembles a very
dense liquid. Although liquid-like, the system is dense enough
that it can bear some degree of stress over short time periods
and respond elastically (see G′ in figure 7(a)). Thus, glassy
systems are commonly described as amorphous solids.

A simple measure of structure is the pair correlation
function (or radial distribution function), g(r), which describes
fluctuations in particle number density at a distance r away
from a given particle. The pair correlation functions for a
colloidal crystal and a colloidal liquid are shown in figure 14.
The curve for the crystal (bold line) has fluctuations at definite
positions, corresponding to spacings between particles in
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the random hexagonal close-packed lattice. If this were
an ideal crystal, these fluctuations would be narrow spikes,
but in figure 14 they are broader due to Brownian motion,
polydispersity, and particle-tracking uncertainties, all of which
ensure that particle positions are not on exact lattice sites. The
liquid curve (thin line in figure 14) differs significantly from the
crystal, reflecting that the sample itself has much less structure.
The second peak for the liquid, around 4 < r < 6 µm,
is slightly split into two sub-peaks. As can be seen, these
correspond to two features of the crystal curve. The origin of
the sub-peaks is local packings of three or four particles that
appear crystalline and result in spacings of second-nearest-
neighbour particles that correspond to the crystalline spacings.
In some experiments, this split second peak of g(r) is more
obvious, and sometimes taken as a signature of the glassy state;
however, this is not a defining feature but merely a common
observation.

In 1991, Snook et al used SLS to study the
structure of colloidal glass samples [54]. Comparison
with simulations of random close-packed spheres confirmed
that the experimentally obtained colloidal glass was indeed
amorphous. Later in 1995, van Blaaderen and Wiltzius used
confocal microscopy to examine the amorphous structure of
a colloidal glass [127]. They studied quantities such as
the number of nearest neighbours, bond-order parameters,
and g(r), and found that all were in good agreement with
simulations of random close packing [127]. More recently
in 2010, Kurita and Weeks used sedimentation to obtain a
random close-packed sample and imaged nearly half a million
particles (using confocal microscopy), again finding that the
experimental sample was quite similar in many respects to
simulations of random close packing [324]. Their large sample
size enabled a comparison with recent simulations which
found ‘hyperuniformity,’ meaning that density fluctuations
disappear linearly with wavelength in the long wavelength
limit [325]. An implication of a sample being hyperuniform
is that it is incompressible, which has been conjectured to be
a requirement for random close-packed systems [326]. The
only disagreement with simulations was that the experimental
density fluctuations did not go to zero at long wavelengths,
implying that the sample was compressible. However, recent
simulation results suggest that the disagreement is due to
polydispersity in the experimental sample [327–329]. Re-
analysis of the Kurita and Weeks data found that accounting for
polydispersity does indeed demonstrate that the experimental
samples are hyperuniform, and thus incompressible [330].
However, liquids and glasses have a finite compressibility:
these observations of incompressibility in random close-
packed samples, then, demonstrate a structural difference
between such samples and liquids and glasses. This shows
the limits of such samples as models for liquids, which is
intriguing given that random close-packed hard spheres are
one of the original models for liquids [34].

4.2. Ageing

As with their molecular and polymer counterparts, colloidal
glasses exhibit ageing—as the system evolves towards

Figure 15. The MSD for an ageing colloidal sample. The waiting
time is labelled for each curve. Data from [291], corresponding to a
sample with φ ≈ 0.62 observed with confocal microscopy. Note
that each curve is averaged over a window of time centred on the tw
indicated; see [291] for details of this window averaging. The
curves are evenly spaced in log(tw), but not evenly spaced on the
graph, reflecting the fact that within the imaged region (∼1000
particles), ageing takes place intermittently [300, 340].

equilibrium, measured properties may change with time
[80, 164, 331–335]. In a sense, ageing can be thought of
as a transient effect: consider a supercooled fluid whose
temperature is decreased slightly from T1 to T2. If the
relaxation time scale at T2 is τ2, then equilibration to the
new temperature occurs over a period ∼τ2 [336]. During
the equilibration process, the dynamics depend on the waiting
time tw since the temperature was changed to T2. These tw
dependent dynamics are ageing, and if τ2 is sufficiently large,
then the sample can be considered a glass which will age for
as long as an experiment is performed [337]. In contrast, for
supercooled liquids the same ageing phenomena are seen, but
only for tw � τ2; here, the phenomena might equally well be
described with the word ‘equilibrating’ [80].

Ageing is readily observed in colloids by examining the
MSD at different waiting times, tw, where the waiting time
is defined as the time since the last perturbation. The system
in figure 15 displays a slowing of dynamics as tw is increased
(with tw = 0 defined as the end of an initial stirring, see below)
[291]. The short time dynamics are unchanged and reflect
particles diffusing within their cages. But with increasing
tw, the plateau broadens and the upturn occurs at longer �t ,
indicating that relaxation occurs over increasingly larger time
scales. Analysis of these data found that particle mobility
was related to log(tw) [338]. Analysis of light scattering data,
in contrast, found time scales for motion which depended
algebraically on tw [335]. For all of these experiments, ageing
occurs over the entire duration of the experiment, and so
these samples are easily classified as a glass. There is recent
evidence, though, that even fairly dense colloidal samples can
eventually equilibrate given enough time, raising questions
about how to best define φg [261, 339].

In molecular or polymer glasses, vitrification occurs when
the temperature is quickly lowered, namely the system is
thermally quenched. In colloids, the creation of glassy systems
typically involves slow centrifugation of a sample. Hence, the
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time at which the system becomes glassy is poorly defined.
To this end, the study of colloidal glasses often begins with a
process known as shear rejuvenation in which the system is
stirred or sheared in order to remove any history dependence
[341–345]. The hope is that vigorous stirring breaks up any
subtle structure in the sample so that experiments begin with
a randomized initial structure. The time that the stirring
stops defines tw = 0 [146]. Subsequent ageing, then, is
presumably a slow evolution of the structure to some ‘older’
state [346]. There is evidence that in some cases the shear
rejuvenation process produces different types of behaviour
than those observed in polymer glasses that are thermally
quenched [345, 347, 348].

A process more analogous to a thermal quench would
be to increase the volume fraction from φ1 to φ2 > φ1.
This is possible with hydrogel particles, whose size is
controllable by temperature (see section 5.1). To date, there
have been several important ageing experiments using these
particles. Purmono et al studied the rheological behaviour
of ageing hydrogel samples [345, 349]. They found that
both shear rejuvenation and changing the volume fraction
resulted in reproducible initial states, although they were
slightly different. Subsequent microscopy experiments by
the same group used tracer particles to confirm and extend
these results [350]; in particular, the sample was revealed
to be spatially dynamically heterogeneous, with mobile and
immobile particles coexisting. Other experiments by this
group demonstrated that ageing behaviour was independent
of particle softness, despite the glass transition depending on
both volume fraction and particle softness [351]. In another
experiment, Yunker et al studied dynamical heterogeneity
during the ageing of a quasi-2D sample and found that the
size of rearranging regions increased as the sample grew
older [111]. These results contrast with earlier work done
in three dimensions with a shear rejuvenated sample [291];
differences in dimensionality and quench method are both
plausible explanations for the different observations. In
another hydrogel experiment, Di et al [352] replicated certain
classic ageing experiments [353, 354]. For example, in 1964
Kovacs found that molecular glasses quenched to T2 from
T1 > T2 would approach equilibrium differently than if heated
to T2 from T3 < T2. Di et al observed the same ‘asymmetric
approach’ using hydrogel particles observed with DWS (see
section 2.4).

A natural question to ask is ‘are there structural signatures
of ageing?’ That is, given information about the structure
of two samples, is there some quantity that distinguishes an
‘old’ sample from a ‘young’ one? Indeed, it is somewhat
intuitive to expect a correlation between ageing dynamics
and structure. In polymer glasses, for example, systems
become denser as they age [355]. For a colloidal glass
composed of hard-sphere-like particles, presumably the only
‘clock’ in the sample is the structure; the sample should
have no other way of knowing tw. The relevant quantity
in colloidal glasses, however, has remained elusive. Cianci
et al [346, 356] searched for correlations between the structure
and dynamics of an ageing colloidal glass, specifically looking
at four-particle tetrahedral configurations within the system. A

wide range of structural parameters were examined but none
changed with tw. However, ageing did occur intermittently
[300, 357] via spatially localized groups of particles [146, 291],
similar to what has been seen in simulations [334, 358–360].
These slightly more mobile particles were associated with
more disordered local environments [346]. Presumably the
more mobile particles are the ones that change the structure
and thus are responsible for the sample having a larger age,
but the connection between structure, dynamics and age
remains unclear [346]. A similar set of observations was
found by the same group studying a binary sample: local
composition, quantified by relative numbers of small and
large particles, influenced dynamics but did not itself change
as the sample aged [146]. These colloidal observations are
in reasonable agreement with simulations, which found that
structural changes during ageing are quite subtle [333, 361];
they also agree correlations between structure and mobility in
other simulations and experiments [137, 362, 363].

Ageing has also been considered in regard to the
fluctuation–dissipation theorem [364], which connects
temperature, viscous friction and interparticle potential to
diffusive motion. In the absence of interparticle potentials,
as in the case of hard-sphere particles, fluctuation–dissipation
can be written simply as

D = kBT

C
, (18)

where C is a viscous drag coefficient. The drag force on
a sphere moving at velocity v is Fdrag = Cv (see (8)).
Therefore, by measuring the velocity v of a sphere feeling
a known external force, and measuring D for the same sphere
with no external force, one can calculate T . In the same
way that MSD has a non-trivial dependence on lag time
�t and waiting time tw (as shown in figure 15), so D can
be considered to be a function of frequency (ω ≈ 2π/�t)
and tw, and likewise the relationship between Fdrag and v

may have non-trivial frequency dependence [174]. The
ratio of these quantities can be generalized to provide an
effective temperature, Teff [364]. This idea has been tested
in a wide variety of non-equilibrium situations, including
sedimentation experiments [365], simulations of a sheared
foam [366], granular experiments [367, 368], simulations of
glasses [334, 369], experiments with regular glasses [370, 371]
and experiments with colloidal glasses [245, 357, 372–375].
For hard-sphere colloidal glasses, the calculated effective
temperature is a few times greater than the actual temperature
[245, 374]. Although this may seem counter-intuitive, the
observation can be rationalized by arguments from statistical
mechanics. Temperature is essentially a measurement of the
width of the distribution of energy states. One can think of
particle rearrangements as the exploration of various energetic
configurations available to the system: for low to moderate
φ, rearrangements are easy and the fluctuations in energy
from one configuration to the next are small; for φ ≈ φg,
rearrangements require cooperative motion between many
particles and therefore larger energy fluctuations. As the
energy distribution is broader for φ ≈ φg, this automatically
implies a higher effective temperature. Thus, the measured
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Teff is related to cooperative motion and large scale structural
rearrangements within the glass [374]. Although the effective
temperature is larger than T , it was also found that Teff does
not seem to change with age [374].

Recent experiments with magnetic particles [376] allow
the possibility of doing experiments with an ultrafast effective
concentration quench. These particles have a repulsion that
is controllable with an external magnetic field, and so their
effective size can be rapidly varied. This enables experiments
to study ageing at extremely short time scales after the quench.

4.3. Shear of colloidal glasses

So far, this review has discussed equilibrium properties of
supercooled colloidal fluids and out-of-equilibrium ageing
in colloidal glasses. Another way to push a sample out of
equilibrium is to apply shear, for example using a rheometer
(see section 2.5). The interplay of ageing and shear have
been studied by several groups [377–379], and as discussed
in section 4.2, shear is often used by colloidal scientists to
‘rejuvenate’ an ageing sample [291, 341–343]. In this section,
we will briefly summarize some of the key results that have
been found when shear is applied to colloidal liquids and
glasses.

One question to be asked is ‘how quickly is the sample
sheared?’ This is quantified by the non-dimensional Pèclet
number [380]. This number can be thought of as the ratio of
two time scales. The first is the time scale τD a particle takes to
diffuse its own radius a, defined in (5). The second time scale
is the inverse of the strain rate, τS = (γ̇ )−1, which is the time
it takes for a particle to be sheared a distance equal to its own
radius, relative to another particle in an adjacent shear layer.
Thus the Pèclet number is given by

Pe = τD

τS
= πγ̇ ηa3

kBT
. (19)

This assumes that diffusion is well described by the physics in
section 1.5 (see (3)–(5)). More relevantly for colloidal glasses,
the long-time diffusion sets the time scale [174, 380]: in other
words, the time a particle takes to diffuse a distance a is much
slower than in a dilute sample. In this case, the modified Pèclet
number can be defined in terms of the long-time diffusion
constant DL as

Pe∗ = γ̇ a2

6DL
(20)

(compare with (5)). If Pe∗ < 1, then diffusion is more
important for rearranging particles, whereas if Pe∗ > 1,
then shear rearranges particles before they can diffuse an
appreciable distance. Thus, if one intends to understand shear-
induced behaviours, it is necessary to shear quickly (high Pe∗)
so that diffusion has insufficient time to equilibrate the system.
In contrast, the measurements of η(φ) in section 3.1 wish
to avoid shear-induced effects altogether, and so samples are
sheared extremely slowly (low Pe∗).

The other question is how large a strain should be studied.
For small strains, the rheological behaviour is linear [163];
that is, the viscoelastic moduli do not depend on the strain

Figure 16. Elastic modulus (G′—filled symbols) and loss modulus
(G′′—open symbols) as a function of strain for a colloidal glass with
φ = 0.645. The sample here has a polydispersity of ≈12%, hence
the large φ. Squares correspond to a slow strain rate (f = 1 rad s−1)
and circles a high strain rate (f = 100 rad s−1). Reprinted with
permission from [381].

amplitude (see section 2.5). Early measurements, such as
those in figure 16, found that only above a critical strain
γc ≈ 15% does a colloidal glass sample show significant
plastic rearrangements [381, 382] (a later experiment using
confocal microscopy lowered this to γc ≈ 8% [383]). This
result supports the idea that a colloidal glass has a yield stress,
that is, it is a solid. The elastic response of the sample strained
less than γc has been attributed to a distortion of the nearest-
neighbour cages surrounding particles (see section 3.3 for a
discussion of cages). Equivalently, it can be thought of in
terms of free energy; in an unstrained sample, particles are
packed randomly in some structure that maximizes entropy and
minimizes free energy. When strained, particles move away
from that structure at a cost to free energy. So for small strains,
the sample gives a linear, elastic response. Above γc, particles
break free of their cages and can rearrange [166, 189, 380–
382]. (Although, it is possible that a large region can shift
without particles being uncaged in the interior [384].) To some
extent, particle rearrangements occur for smaller strains, but
may be thermally activated in those cases [385].

Several works have noted that strained systems show
dynamically heterogeneity, similar to the thermally activated
rearrangements in supercooled colloidal liquids discussed
in section 3.3. In other words, the particles that undergo
plastic rearrangements in a sheared sample are distributed non-
uniformly in space. This has been studied in experiments
[380, 383, 385–389] and simulations [201, 388, 390, 391], and
was originally predicted by theory [392]. One question that
has been raised from studying the shapes of these regions
of rearranging particles is ‘are these rearranging regions
oriented in any particular fashion relative to the shear?’
A sheared sample has three unique directions: the velocity
direction; velocity gradient direction; and vorticity direction
(perpendicular to the first two). Particle motions differ trivially
along the velocity gradient direction, and these overall affine
motions can be subtracted from the observed particle motion in
a confocal microscopy experiment [139, 387]. Some confocal
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microscopy observations found that diffusion is isotropic
[380, 387] and that the shapes of the rearranging regions are
likewise isotropic [380]. However, simulations suggest that
particle motions and rearrangements are not isotropic when
sheared in the nonlinear regime [391]. Recent experiments
confirm that with the right analysis techniques, anisotropic
rearrangements are seen, with long-range correlations due to
elastic effects [389]. In general, there are a variety of ways to
define and identify plastic rearrangements in a sheared sample;
these definitions are compared and contrasted in [380]. The
sizes of the dynamically heterogeneous regions appear to be
smaller in a sheared sample as compared with the unsheared
sample [201, 388].

On a more macroscopic scale, a manifestation of spatially
heterogeneous motion is shear banding [393–395]. Often
when shearing complex fluids, the majority of the strain occurs
within a narrow band of the sample, with the rest of the
sample remaining relatively unstrained [393–398]. Hence, a
measurement of viscosity which assumes uniform flow will
lead to incorrect results. Shear banding has been observed and
studied in dense colloidal suspensions in recent years [378–
380, 389, 399–401] and presented problems for rheology for
much longer [188]. The origins of shear banding in complex
fluids continue to be an active research problem [402].

Given the industrial importance of shearing dense
complex fluids, it is unsurprising that the shear behaviour of
many different types of complex fluid glasses has been studied.
Examples include emulsions [403], soft colloids [404], star
polymers [405], colloidal gels [406] and attractive colloidal
glasses [407] (see section 5 for the distinction between a
colloidal gel and an attractive colloidal glass [408]).

There has also been a fair bit of theoretical work studying
the flow of glasses and glassy complex fluids [222, 392, 409–
412]. Some of these are MCT analyses, which do a good
job describing shear of dense colloidal suspensions near the
glass transition [410, 222]. Other theoretical work examines
the flow of polydisperse glassy complex fluids [411, 412]. A
key prediction of this theory is that a sample will initially build
up stress elastically. After some time, a local plastic event
occurs and the stress is redistributed in a non-local fashion
around the location of the plastic rearrangement. Thus the
ability of a local region of the sample to flow depends on what
is happening in adjacent regions. This may potentially explain
shear banding [412] and other observations of flow profiles in
a variety of complex fluids [411, 413, 414].

5. Other soft glassy materials

So far, this review has focused on the colloidal glass transition
and experimental work on hard-sphere-like colloidal particles,
such as those used in the earliest experiments [30, 142, 248].
We briefly mention here other soft materials that are used for
glass transition studies.

5.1. Soft colloids, sticky particles, emulsions and foams

Several groups study colloidal glasses composed of poly-
mer hydrogel particles, which interact via a soft re-
pulsion [104, 105, 111, 223, 254–256, 258, 276, 281, 282, 352,

415–417]. These particles can be packed to volume fractions
above φrcp of hard spheres, with potentially interesting conse-
quences (see section 3.2). The stiffness of the particles can
be controlled by the amount of cross-linking or using hard
cores with hydrogel shells. The size of these particles can
be varied by controlling the temperature or pH [418]. Com-
pressed particles are harder, while swollen particles are softer:
this allows for the same particles to be used to test how par-
ticle softness influences behaviour [276] and to look for gen-
eral trends [223, 417]. The temperature dependence provides
a simple way to tune the volume fraction in situ [111, 352].
This feature has already been exploited in ageing experiments
(see section 4.2).

One can also use sticky colloidal particles to study
colloidal gelation. The most common way to induce gelation
is to add a small polymer molecule to the colloidal suspension.
A colloidal particle surrounded by small polymers feels an
isotropic osmotic pressure whereas two particles close together
feel an unbalanced osmotic pressure that pushes them together.
The result is an effective attractive interaction between the
particles, which has been termed the depletion force [135, 419].
The range of this interaction is set by the size of the small
polymers (typically their radius of gyration is at least ten times
smaller than the colloidal particle radius), and the strength of
the interaction is set by the polymer concentration.

MCT made intriguing predictions of a re-entrant glass
transition for hard spheres with a very short range depletion
attraction [1, 420–423], with supporting evidence from
simulations [424]. A fascinating set of experiments confirmed
these predictions [256–259, 407, 425, 426]. A state diagram
is shown in figure 17: the filled symbols indicate glassy
states. The re-entrant glass transition can be understood
by considering the two types of glasses. At high polymer
concentration, all of the colloidal particles stick together in
a gel—an ‘attractive glass’—indicated by the filled squares
in figure 17. Within the gel, particles are at a high local
volume fraction, whereas the pores of the gel are at a lower
local volume fraction [427]. If the polymer concentration
is decreased, at some point, particles detach from the gelled
phase and rearrange, passing through the pores, and the sample
becomes ergodic: that is, a fluid! These states are shown
by the inverted triangles in figure 17, and eventually these
samples all crystallized. If the polymer concentration is further
decreased, the distinction between the gel and the pores is lost,
and the system can become glassy again—a ‘repulsive glass’—
indicated by the filled circles in figure 17. At this point, it is
like the hard-sphere glass transition, where particle arrest is
due to cages. Here the sample is much more isotropic, with
the local volume fraction essentially constant and larger than
φg. The intermediate fluid state allows for the possibility of
high-volume fraction colloids with moderately low viscosities
[407, 260].

For more about the physics of colloid-polymer mixtures,
two classic articles are [428, 429] and good reviews are [1,
430, 431]. Microscopy studies of particle motion comparing
attractive and repulsive glasses include [288, 289]. Note that
for very strong attractive forces and lower volume fractions,
the sample is considered a colloidal gel rather than an attractive
colloidal glass; the distinction is clarified in [408].
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Figure 17. Phase diagram showing equilibrium and non-equilibrium
states of a colloid-polymer mixture. Open symbols fully
equilibrated, while filled symbols did not and thus correspond to the
glassy states. The dashed curves are guides to the eye. cp is the
concentration of the added polymer, which had a size ratio (polymer
radius of gyration to particle size) of ξ = 0.09. (The letters indicate
specific states discussed in [426].) Reprinted with permission
from [426], copyright 2004 by the American Physical Society.

A more exotic colloid is laponite: nanometre-sized
colloidal clay platelets. These aqueous suspensions have been
observed to become viscous at very low solid concentrations
[432, 433] and exhibit a glass transition at remarkably
low volume fractions of φ ≈ 0.01–0.02 [164, 434–436].
Along with rheology techniques, it is possible at such low
concentrations to use DLS to study dynamics. One can also
shear the suspension quickly to create highly reproducible
initial liquid states. Given these advantages, laponite
suspensions are commonly used in studies of ageing, in
particular [343, 357, 372, 373, 375, 434, 435, 437, 438]. Many
of these studies also relate to effective temperatures during
ageing; see section 4.2 for more discussion of effective
temperatures.

Emulsions are composed of droplets of one liquid
immersed in a second immiscible liquid. The interfaces
between the liquids are stabilized by surfactants; review
articles discussing emulsions include [439, 440]. The
emulsion glass transition appears to be closer to random
close-packing [441, 442]. Emulsion glasses were recently
used to study the forces between droplets in close-packed
samples [443–445] and the structure of random close packing
of polydisperse samples [446, 447].

Foams, bubbles of gas in a liquid, are yet another
system that exhibits glassy behaviour [448, 449]. A common
technique uses shear to study how the behaviour within the
foam depends on shear rate. Shear in this case is used
to “unjam” the foam, in contrast to increasing temperature
to liquefy a glass or decreasing the volume fraction to
unjam a colloidal glass. This method has been used to
good effect [450–457]. One particularly thought-provoking
simulation examined several different measures of an effective

Figure 18. Ellipsoidal particles in a quasi-2D experiment. The
ellipsoids that translate the most at this moment are outlined in blue
(thick darker grey lines), and those that rotate the most are outlined
in red (thin lighter grey lines). Those outlined in black translate and
rotate. The ellipsoids are 3.33 µm long. Reprinted with permission
from [472], copyright 2011 by the American Physical Society
(adapted from original image in [466]).

temperature of a sheared foam and found good agreement
between the different measures [366]; see section 4.2 of this
review for further discussion of effective temperatures.

Spin glasses, not yet mentioned in this review, are another
large category of glass-forming systems [458]. There, glassy
behaviour is controlled by range of interaction and the coupling
strength between spins. It has been demonstrated that confocal
microscopy observations of colloidal glasses can be mapped
onto spin glass formalism [459].

5.2. Future directions: anisotropic colloidal particles

In recent years, a number of new methods have been successful
in synthesizing non-spherical colloidal particles [460–463].
Several of these methods can produce particles suitable
for colloidal glass studies; see, for example, [464, 465].
Anisotropic particles are potentially better able to mimic the
molecular glass transition, which in many cases occurs with
non-spherically symmetric molecules. A recent experiment
studied the glass transition of colloidal ellipsoids in two
dimensions [466] and found that rotational motions ceased—
became glassy—at an area fraction lower than that for the
translational motion. This confirmed theoretical predictions
[1, 467]. An image adapted from their experimental data is
shown in figure 18, indicating that these particles rotate and
translate in spatially dynamically heterogeneous ways (see
section 3.3). Large translational motions typically occurred
for particles within aligned domains, while the large rotation
motions were more prevalent between the domains. This sort
of experiment could easily test other predictions: for example,
simulations and theory predict a non-monotonic dependence
on aspect ratio [468–470]. The differing glass transitions for
rotational and translational motions should disappear for aspect
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ratios closer to 1 [467, 471]. Aspect ratios closer to 1 might be
useful to study, given that molecular glasses only have a single
glass transition [472].

Other possibilities including using ‘patchy’ colloids,
which have attractive regions on their surfaces. Simulations
suggest interesting gel phases can form [473, 474]. A good
review of experimental efforts to create patchy colloids and
recent simulation results is [475].

A different take on breaking spherical symmetry is to use
particles which are optically asymmetric, but spherical in other
respects. Such particles have been created and their rotational
motion can be tracked [476]. This is a fun technique, but
probably needs to be combined with other techniques to give
such particles some other non-spherical symmetry; otherwise,
the spheres are unlikely to dramatically change their behaviour
near the colloidal glass transition. While hydrodynamic
interactions with nearby particles slow rotational motion, the
regular colloidal glass transition, which is an inhibition of
translational motion, would be unaffected.

The many other ways to make non-spherically symmetric
particles are comprehensively reviewed in [477]. One could
imagine, for example, tetrahedral particles with two sticky
patches, perhaps with the sticky patches having some specified
position on the tetrahedra. Studying the interplay of shape,
interaction and the colloidal glass transition is likely to be
fruitful for quite some time.

6. Conclusion

Colloidal suspensions are used in many ways to study
the physics of the glass transition, as has been described
throughout this review. As noted in the introduction, dense
colloidal suspensions have material properties of potential
interest and relevance to a variety of industrial processes, and so
even without a connection to the glass transition, dense colloids
are worthy of study. Aspects of the colloidal glass transition
remain to be understood, such as the exact roles of gravity
and polydispersity in suppressing crystallization, correlations
between structure and dynamics, and the best way to define
φg, among others. Given the rich physics in these systems and
recent progress in synthesis techniques, the field is likely to
continue flourishing for some time.

We consider a final pair of questions: how relevant are
colloids as a model for the glass transition; and what is
currently the ‘best’ value of φg? From the perspective of
this review, the answer to the first question is clearly ‘yes’:
the colloidal glass transition has numerous similarities to
glass transitions in general and is therefore a good model
system. Microscopic relaxation time scales in colloids grow
dramatically (figures 2, 5 and 10), as does the macroscopic
viscosity (figure 8). Colloidal glasses demonstrate an
apparent variety of fragilities as shown in figure 11, although
section 3.2 discusses the variety of interpretations that are
possible for these data. Dense colloidal liquids exhibit
spatially heterogeneous dynamics (figures 12 and 13) similar
to molecular glasses, and the structure of colloidal glasses
is amorphous (figure 14), similar to results from glassy
simulations and molecular experiments. Colloidal glasses

also exhibit ageing behaviour (figure 15) similar to molecular
glasses, even matching in many details [352]. In general,
results from colloids agree with glass transition theories
qualitatively (figure 18) and often quantitatively (figures 5, 8
and 10).

The answer to our second question, concerning the ‘best’
value for φg, is one of two candidates: the traditional value
φg ≈ 0.58; and the value for random close packing, φrcp ≈
0.64. Much of the data mentioned above has quantities
diverging at 0.58 (figures 2, 5 and 10) or changing qualitatively
at 0.58 (figures 13 and 15). There is one non-trivial exception:
the viscosity data in figure 8 are well fit by a function diverging
at 0.64 [221]. While Cheng et al were only able to measure
a change in viscosity of four orders of magnitude, far less
than is seen for molecular glasses, it is conceivable that the
experimental φg ≈ 0.58 is still below a truer glass transition
point for colloids—perhaps at a volume fraction comparable
to φrcp. The limitations of measuring larger viscosities are
discussed in section 3.1.

However, volume fraction measurements are thought to
have uncertainties of at least ±3%, which possibly lowers the
divergence point of [221] from 0.64 to 0.62; the specific case
of the data in [221] is discussed in [66]. A second possibility
is simply to accept that the viscosity at φg, while ‘large,’ is still
finite. The same is true for the viscosities of molecular glasses
at Tg, albeit at significantly larger values. Given the number
of observations pointing to a glass transition at φg ≈ 0.58
as well as complementary simulation results [43, 44], we feel
that 0.58 is still a reasonable ‘best’ candidate for φg, although
it is clear that there are important questions about this value
that still remain (both for viscosity [221] and relaxation times
[261, 262]). It is certainly likely that the value φg ≈ 0.58, and
indeed the existence of a glass transition in general, hinges
on having a polydisperse sample [43, 44]—which is easy to
achieve in many experiments.

Over the volume fraction range for which samples can
be equilibrated (φ � 0.6), colloids share many similarities
with molecular glasses, both in experiments and simulations
(as described above). These similarities strengthen the utility
of the colloidal model system, despite the relatively limited
viscosity range that is observable. Simulations are also
somewhat limited in the time scales that they can address [219].
As noted in section 2.6, the agreement between colloidal
experiments and computational simulations strengthens the
validity of both. At this point in time, 26 years after the
first experimental demonstration of the colloidal hard-sphere
glass transition by Pusey and van Megen [30], many points
of similarity between the colloidal glass transition at φg and
the molecular glass transition have been found and studied.
Thus, to answer our first question once more: colloidal
glasses are indeed a useful model for understanding the glass
transition.

Throughout this review, we have pointed out earlier
sources where topics are discussed in more detail, and so
we conclude by noting prior reviews of the colloidal glass
transition, of which several have already been referenced here
[1, 49, 72, 431, 478].
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